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CHAPTER 1. PURPOSE AND STRUCTURE
OF THIS WORK
This work studies the different mechanisms of losses of superconducting tapes
from the point of view of their integration into electrical systems, as well as the
design, construction, and implementation of measurement systems to obtain
adequate estimates of these losses for an isolated tape, and then for electrical
systems of several tapes.
It has been developed at the laboratory Benito Mahedero at the Industrial
Engineering School of the University of Extremadura in Badajoz (Spain), as part of
the research line "Electrical Applications of Superconducting Materials" which is
being carried out by the research group to which the PhD student belongs.
The work has been completed in two research stays (of 3 months each) in the
Superconductor Physics Department of the Institute of Electrical Engineering,
belonging to the Slovak Academy of Sciences in Bratislava (Slovak Republic).
It was financed with funds from a regional research project1.

1 "Study of losses in superconducting coils for design of electrical transformers", funded by the

Extremadura Government with reference 1PR98A045.
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The work is divided into the following chapters:
Chapter 2 is devoted to describing the form in which are presented the
superconductors used in electrical applications, to establish a classification of the
superconducting losses tailored to their use in these systems (usually in the form of
different types of coils), describing measurement techniques commonly used for
measuring such losses and detailing procedures designed up to now to reduce them. In
addition, the chapter is completed with an exposure of the main results in publications
on AC losses in the last ten years, in both first and second generation tapes.
The main part of this report is the Chapter 3, which deals with the study of losses
in stacked superconducting tapes in order to determine what their response would be
like in real power systems.
Section 3.1 describes briefly magnetic couplings with superconducting tapes
which constituted a previous work of the research group to which the PhD student
belongs. This work evidenced the need to analyse the influence of neighbouring tapes
in an electrical system (e.g., coils) in order to assess the losses properly.
To do this, as a first step, in Section 3.2 an isolated tape is studied in order to
identify the different components of losses when the tape is forming part of the
aforementioned coupled coils system. This study is the second step, which is dealt
with in Section 3.3, including the design of the measurement system which has been
used to evaluate them.
All the analysis is carried out on tapes of both first and second generation. The
comparison between the two types is collected in the last section of Chapter 3.
In Chapter 4 are collected the conclusions of the present work and in the
Chapter 5 are set out the different ways to continue the development of this research
line.
This report closes with Chapter 6 which describes the scientific contributions
obtained from this work, up to the time of this defence.
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Bibliographical references used for the preparation of this report are related
alphabetically at the end of each chapter, according to the following nomenclature:

i.

The first four characters of the first surname of the first author, followed
by the last two digits of the publication year. See, for example:
[AMEM02], [ECKE99], [GÖMÖ09] [NORR70] or [ŠOUC09].

ii.

If the surname has less than 4 letters, write it completely and add as many
underscores as possible until complete 4 characters, followed by the
publication year. See, for example: [RYU_03], [YI__05]

iii.

If there is more than an article in the same year whose first author is the
same, the first two letters of the first surname of each author is used,
separated by points, as many times as you need to undo the ambiguity.
See, for example, in Chapter 2, Amemiya in 2005 ([AM.EN.05] and
[AM.YO.05]) or the corresponding to Ogawa in 2003 ([OG.SH.CI.03],
[OG.SH.TS.03] and [OG.ZU.03]).
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CHAPTER 2. INTRODUCTION AND STATE
OF THE ART

2.1 INTRODUCTION
The use of superconducting materials in electrotechnical applications in general,
and in the field of electrical machines in particular, can be done in two ways:
1. By incorporating the material into the system as tapes to replace traditional
conductors, thus preserving their aspect.
2. By using the material in the form of bulks, which forces one to seek
alternatives to adapt the design to the material and not vice versa.
In any case, as is indispensable in the design of any electrical system, one must
study the losses in the materials so as to optimize their functioning.
By "losses" one understands the dissipation of energy as heat which occurs in
systems that transform or transfer energy. In the case of electrical systems with
superconductors, whose state is achieved at temperatures well below room
temperature, the losses not only affect the performance of the electrical system, as in
conventional systems, but also cause the evaporation of the liquid coolant, if any, or in
any case increase the cryostat's thermal energy, it being necessary to make sure that
that energy is removed to maintain the superconducting state. Therefore, the study of
5
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losses becomes a particularly crucial requirement in the design of any device using
these materials.
Neither the type nor the extent of the losses in a superconductor are independent
of the manner in which it is presented (either as tape or as bulk). Indeed, not even for
the case of tapes are they independent of the manufacturing process used.
Therefore, to settle the concepts on which this work is based, this chapter will be
devoted to describing the form in which superconductors used in electrical
applications are presented. The aims will be: to establish a classification of the losses
that occur in them that is adapted to the final idea of their use in these systems, usually
in the form of coils of different types; to describe the methods commonly used to
measure the losses; and to specify the procedures that have been proposed up to now
to reduce these losses. This will be accompanied by current literature references that
will serve both to support the exposition presented in the chapter, and as constituting
the state of the art of this field.

2.2 SUPERCONDUCTORS

FOR

ELECTROTECHNICAL

APPLICATIONS
Superconducting bulks, most of YBCO (YBa2Cu3O7-x), are obtained by a process
known as Top-Seeded-Melt-Growth (TSMG). Very schematically, this consists of
using a seed with a perovskite structure to crystallize a sample of a mixture of YBCO
phases at slightly above the peritectic temperature. The seed is placed in the centre of
the upper surface of the sample in order to match the growth with the sample's axes.
Optimization of this technique involves multiple interrelated variables: not only
has one to adjust the heat treatment so that YBCO can grow (for which a set of
temperatures and cooling rates have to be appropriately fixed), but one also has to
control such parameters as the porosity of the resulting material, and its nonsuperconducting phase content and particle size. The pellet finally obtained is
characterized by high anisotropy, presenting a lower value of the critical current along
the its c axis than in its ab plane.
In the case of superconducting tapes, the commonest materials are:
1. BSCCO (Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10+į), used in the so-called first generation (1G),
6
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2. YBCO (YBa2Cu3O7), used more recently, forming the basis of the so-called
second-generation (2G) tapes.
1G tape consist of one or more filaments of superconducting powder encased in
cylindrical sheaths, usually of silver or silver alloy, which are in turn encased in
another for subsequent drawing, rolling, and sintering. When the material is used as
part of electrical systems, the silver sheath provides an alternate path for current when
the superconductor transits to normal. The drawing process compacts the
superconductor powder. Rolling orients the grains with the ab planes parallel to the
direction of the tape, favouring supercurrents along it. Finally, sintering provides the
superconducting character with continuity.
In contrast, the structure of 2G tape consists of a series of layers, arranged one
above the other in a certain order. It begins with a substrate, which may or may not be
ferromagnetic, allowing texturing of the superconductor. This is followed by the
deposition of several intermediate layers which facilitate the adhesion of the next layer
which is the actual superconductor, and also protect it from possible contamination by
substrate atoms. Finally, the entire set is covered with layers that stabilize the sample
and enable connections.
As was noted above, the focus of the present work is the study of losses in
superconducting tapes. To understand more easily how and why losses occur in
superconductors and how these losses can be minimized, it is desirable to consider the
manufacturing process in further detail.

2.2.1

Production of first-generation superconducting tapes.

As noted above, 1G tapes consist of one or more superconducting filaments of
BSCCO-2223 encased in a silver matrix. The number of filaments in the tape depends
on the manufacturer, so that one can find tapes of 1, 7, 19, 37, 55, 61, 85, or even
more superconducting filaments1 which are usually arranged as shown in Figure 2.1.

1

http://www.wtec.org/loyola/scpa/
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Figure 2.1. Micrographs of two 1G BSCCO tapes: (a) monofilament; (b) multifilament.

The method of manufacturing these tapes is called Powder In Tube (PIT). This
method is based on the use of small silver tubes which are filled with a precursor
powder of the superconducting material (usually Ca2PbO4 + Bi2212 + secondary
phases2). A certain number of these tubes are then brought together in a larger silver
capsule which is then subjected to a process of drawing and subsequent rolling.
Finally the whole is sintered at a temperature sufficient3 to produce controlled grain
growth of the superconductor with a high degree of alignment between the grain
boundaries in the ab plane, so that the critical current density, Jc, in this plane is
several orders of magnitude greater than that in the direction of the c axis.
Figure 2.2 shows a diagram of the reactions that occur during the sintering
process for the formation of the superconductor (BSCCO) in a PIT process [GRIV96].

Figure 2.2. Scheme of the formation of grains of Bi(2223) from the precursor of Bi(2212) and
Ca2PbO4.

The choice of silver as a backing material (the tubes and the cover) is due to this
metal's good permeability to oxygen. Also, its melting point is lower than that of
2

Depending on the initial precursor composition, the additives, and the calcination route [NARL01].

3

Sintering temperature of some 850°C.
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BSCCO, so that at the sintering temperature the silver acts as a good template for the
growth of the grains of superconducting material. Figure 2.3 is a diagram of the
Powder In Tube process.

Figure 2.3. The Powder In Tube (PIT) process.

Losses in first-generation tapes have been extensively studied in this last decade,
although the frequency of published works has been falling in recent years due to the
switch to publications on second-generation tapes, as we shall see below [AMEM02,
CHOI02, ECKE02, FURU03, INAD05, IWAK03, JIAN04, LEGH02, MART02,
MI.KA.02, MI.NI.02, NAST02, OG.SH.TS.03, OG.ZU.03, RABB02, RYU_03,
SCHÖ02, SEIL02, SUEN02, TONS03, WITZ02, WOLF02, YAGI03, YOSH03,
ZOLA02]. The most important results of these studies will be discussed in a later
section of this chapter.

2.2.2

Production of second-generation superconducting tapes.

2G tapes appeared as an alternative to first generation tapes for work in
environments with magnetic fields stronger than those that the latter can support. They
are therefore better suited to electrotechnical applications.
The manufacturing process starts from a substrate in tape form onto which is
conveniently deposited a thin layer of superconducting material, usually YBCO, so as
to generate a crystal structure sufficiently aligned in the direction of current flow.

9
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In general, the process of manufacturing a 2G tape consists of four stages:
Stage 1: Preparation of the substrate.
Stage 2: Deposition of the intermediate layers.
Stage 3: Deposition of the superconducting layer (YBCO).
Stage 4: Addition of connection and stabilizing layers.

Stage 1. Preparation of the substrate.
Currently two types of substrate are commercially available, manufactured
differently.
One is an alloy of nickel-tungsten with a cubic structure that is subjected to a
process called Rolling-Assisted Biaxially Textured Substrate (RABiTS™). This
process involves texturing the material on the basis of rolling and annealing to reduce
to practically zero the misalignment between its atoms in the longitudinal direction of
the tape relative to the perfect crystalline structure [RUPI03]. The resulting substrate
surface can thus serve as a template for the subsequent deposition of the
superconducting layer.
This method of substrate manufacture, whose scheme is shown in Figure 2.4, is
that employed by such manufacturers as American Superconductor (henceforth
AMSC).
The procedure has the disadvantage that the type of materials which can achieve
the high degree of grain alignment required is limited to a few nickel alloys. These are
strongly ferromagnetic, which introduces a very important component in the losses, as
we shall see below.
AMSC tapes have been used in many experimental studies of losses in secondgeneration tapes [DUCK03, DUCK05, GINO05, GIAN06, IJAD04, MAJO07,
MAJO08, PARD09, RUPI07, SEIL08, SYTN08, VERE03, VOJE08].

10
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Figure 2.4. Scheme of the RABiTS™ process scheme for the preparation of the substrate
[HAMM02].

The alternative to the RABiTS™ process, employed by other manufacturers such
as Super Power (henceforth SP), is to use an untextured substrate whose surface which
will receive the deposition of the superconductor is electro-polished. The main
advantage is that, theoretically at least, one can use any metal alloy substrate, in
particular non-ferromagnetic alloys. In the case of SP, a substrate of a nonferromagnetic nickel superalloy known as Hastelloy is used [AMEM04, AM.YO.05,
AMEM06, OGAW06, TSUK07].
Stage 2. Deposition of the intermediate layers.
After preparing the substrate, a series of layers are implanted prior to the
deposition of the superconductor. These are called Epitaxial Buffer Layers. Their main
functions are:
1. To provide a surface suitable for the epitaxial growth of the superconductor.
2. To protect the superconductor from possible contamination by atoms of the
substrate.
3. To facilitate the adhesion of the superconducting layer, avoiding a possible
peeling effect [GOYA04].

11
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The actual methods of implantation and the layers themselves may differ,
depending on the manufacturer.
The implantation technique used in the case of the AMSC tape is sputtering, with
layers in the following order:
4. Yttrium (Y2O3) or cerium (CeO2) oxide layer. This facilitates adhesion and
the epitaxial growth along the interface.
5. YSZ (yttrium-stabilized zirconia) layer. This blocks the diffusion of nickel
atoms along the interface.
6. Cerium (CeO2) oxide layer. This serves as a good template for the disposition
of the atoms of the superconducting layer.
In the case of the SP tape, due to the untextured substrate, sputtering is
insufficient to implant the intermediate layers. In this case, it is necessary to apply a
technique called Ion Beam Assisted Deposition (IBAD), a simplified diagram of
which is shown in Figure 2.5. This combines ion implantation with sputtering,
allowing adequate control of the deposition of ions that favours the texturing of the
different layers [AM.EN.05, ASHW06, GRIL07, MAJO07, MAJO08, OGAW04,
OGAW06, RUPI03, SUEN08, SUMP07, TSUK05, TSUK07].
The usual order in which these layers are implanted is the following:
1. Alumina layer, which protects the superconductor against diffusion of
substrate atoms.
2. Yttrium layer (Y2O3), which facilitates the implantation of the next layer.
3. MgO layer which is that which will be textured so as to minimize the
misalignment of the atoms relative to the crystal lattice [WANG97].
4. Homoepitaxial MgO layer, which improves the biaxial texture.
5. STO (SrTiO3) layer, which maintains the biaxial texture, and allows good
chemical compatibility with the YBCO of the superconducting layer.

12
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Figure 2.5. Scheme of the IBAD process for the implantation of the epitaxial buffer layers.

Stage 3. Deposition of the superconducting layer (YBCO).
The YBCO superconducting layer is deposited by different methods depending
on the manufacturer. Specifically, AMSC uses the Trifluoroacetate Metal Organic
Deposition (TFA-MOD) method [MCIN95]. This consists of the chemical deposition
of the superconductor, using a precursor metal trifluoroacetate solution and
subsequent

pyrolysis.

Figure

2.6

(taken

from

http://www.ifw-

dresden.de/institutes/imw/sections/26/coated-conductors-folder/tfa-ybco-tapes)

is

a

schematic diagram of the process.

Figure 2.6. Scheme of the TFA-MOD process for the deposition of the YBCO layer.
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In the case of the tape made by SP, the YBCO superconducting layer is deposited
by the Metal-Organic Chemical Vapour Deposition (MOCVD) method [ONAB97].
This consists of the deposition of a chemical vapour onto the substrate, and subsequent
pyrolysis to form the epitaxial layer of YBCO. Figure 2.7 is a schematic diagram of
this process.

Figure 2.7. Scheme of the MOCVD process for the deposition of the YBCO layer [XION05].

Stage 4: Addition of connection and stabilizing layers.
In order to protect the superconducting layer and permit electrical connections, a
layer of silver is added by electroplating.
Also, since the YBCO layer is not centred on the tape surfaces, the tape can easily
deteriorate due to any mechanical stress, for example when it is wound onto coils. To
minimize this effect, an extra metallic coating is added of roughly the substrate's
thickness [VERE03]. This coating has two basic functions:
1. To provide mechanical stability, moving the superconducting layer away from
the tape surface.
2. To increase electrical stability, facilitating the flow of current once the
superconducting layer is saturated.
However, not all 2G tapes contain this stabilizing layer.
Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show the respective distribution schemes of the layers for
AMSC's [MALO04] and SP's [XION07] superconducting tapes.

14
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Figure 2.8. Basic diagram of the layers that make up the AMSC 2G tape constructed by the
RABiTS/MOD method.

Figure 2.9. Basic diagram of the layers that make up a Super Power tape.

2.3 CLASSIFICATION

OF

LOSSES

IN

SUPER-

CONDUCTING MATERIALS
In consulting the literature for the preparation of this work, it became clear that
there is some ambiguity regarding the denomination of the different mechanisms of
losses in superconductors. For this reason, the present subsection is included to present
a classification of these mechanisms to which reference will be made in the rest of the
work. The classification can be made on the basis of the parameter which gives rise to
the losses, as follows:
a) Magnetization losses (Pmag )
These are due to variations of the magnetic field in which the superconductor is
immersed. The energy of magnetization losses comes from the source that produces
the magnetic field's variation. There are two possible causes of this variation:
15
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1)

The current generating the field is variable (Figure 2.10.a), so that the
losses come from the power source that establishes that current.

2)

The magnetic field is being moved mechanically (Figure 2.10.b), so that
the losses come from the source of mechanical energy that establishes the
movement.

B(t)

B(t)

Qmag
Qmag
i(t)

I

Qmag
f ext
v

b)

a)

Figure 2.10. Superconducting tapes in which the dissipated energy is supplied by two sources
of different nature: (a) electrical; (b) mechanical.

b) Transport current losses (Ptra)
These are due to the variation of the transport current in the superconductor. The
energy of transport current losses comes from the power source establishing that
current in the superconductor (Figure 2.11).

i(t)

Qtra

Figure 2.11. Superconducting tape in which the energy dissipated is supplied by the electrical
power source that establishes the transport current.
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The total amount of energy dissipated in a superconductor is the sum of the above
two contributions, namely:
Ptot = Pmag + Ptra

(2.1)

Both the magnetization losses and the transport current losses can be subdivided
into various components that generally depend on the type of superconducting
material used and the manner in which it is presented (bulk, coated conductor,
multifilament tape, etc.). The following subsections briefly describe each of these
losses.

2.3.1

Magnetization losses.

The variation of the magnetic field in the superconducting tape causes losses
through three well-differentiated mechanisms:
1. The variation of the superconductor's magnetic state is subject to hysteresis
[MARS00, POOL00] which demands a constant input of unrecoverable
energy called "superconducting hysteresis losses".
2. The variation of the magnetic state of the ferromagnetic substrate of 2G tapes,
if any, is subject to ferromagnetic hysteresis which also demands an input of
unrecoverable energy called "ferromagnetic hysteresis losses".
3. The variation of the magnetic field in the non-zero resistance conducting
parts of the tape gives rise to parasitic currents which dissipate energy by the
Joule (resistive) effect. These losses differ in certain respects according to
whether the tape is 1G or 2G:
a) In 1G tapes, "coupling current losses".
b) In 2G tapes, "eddy (Foucault) current losses".
A brief explanation of these loss mechanisms follows.
a) Superconducting hysteresis losses.
When a superconductor (not necessarily part of a tape) is subjected to the action
of a variable external field, a plot of the magnetization (M) versus magnetic field
(Bapp) describes a cycle like that shown in Figure 2.12 – a "hysteresis loop". In a
diagram of this type, the passage from state A to another B is associated with an

17
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energy input equal to the area shaded in the figure, expressed mathematically by Eq.
(2.2).

M
A
B
Ba

Figure 2.12. Hysteresis loop.

Q

³

B
A

M dB

(2.2)

Considering the evolution of the material along a cycle and given that at the end
of the cycle the material has returned to the state it was in at the outset, one must
conclude that the energy associated with this process:

QH

³ M dB

(2.3)

(corresponding to the area enclosed by the cycle) is lost energy. This energy is
what is called a "hysteresis loss".
b) Ferromagnetic hysteresis losses in 2G tapes.
As noted above, some manufacturers produce their 2G tapes using a substrate
based on Ni and W alloys of a marked ferromagnetic nature. This generates losses that
must be taken into account when evaluating the total losses in the tape. The losses that
occur in the substrate of these 2G tapes are the usual losses in ferromagnetic materials:
1. Ferromagnetic hysteresis losses.
2. Eddy current losses.

18
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The latter will be considered in another section. The former are due to the
resistance of the material's magnetic domains as they change their magnetic
orientation.
In general, the ferromagnetic character of Ni-W alloys decreases with the amount
of tungsten in the alloy, and is negligible for concentrations above 9% [IJAD04].
Ijaduola et al. [IJAD04] have shown that these losses increase when the tape is
subjected to the processes of deformation (winding) or cutting required for its use in
electrical devices such as transformers or motors. This increase is due to the increased
residual stresses inherent in these processes of conformation.
c) Coupling current losses in 1G tapes.
The exposure of tapes with a silver matrix (1G) to a varying magnetic field
produces shielding currents in the superconducting filaments and parasitic (coupling)
currents induced in both the sheath and the matrix. Figure 2.13 shows a simplified
situation for two filaments.
One notes that the coupling currents in the matrix close by taking advantage of
the zero-resistance path through the filament. There remain in the matrix only the
segments in which the current passes from one filament to another. This is the reason
why this type of parasitic current is usually termed a "coupling current". It is possible,
however, to find in the literature [RABB01] a distinction between the losses when the
currents are closed by the filaments and when they only pass through the matrix.

Shielding current

Filament

Coupling current

Ba

Matrix

Shielding current

Figure 2.13. Shielding and coupling currents between two superconducting filaments of a firstgeneration tape.
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The magnitude of these coupling currents depends on the resistivity of the matrix
and the time derivative of the magnetic flux across the area between the filaments.
This can be estimated as the product of the length of the filaments by the distance
between them, so that the longer the filaments, the greater are the area enclosed, the
induced electric field, and the coupling currents. When the filaments exceed a certain
length, known as the critical length, the magnitude of the coupling currents reaches the
current carrying capacity of the filaments. The filaments are then said to be fully
coupled. In the case of individual filaments, this situation does not occur.
d) Eddy current losses in 2G tapes
In this kind of tape, by virtue of being constituted in part by layers of a
conductive nature, a variable external magnetic field produces parasitic eddy currents
that dissipate energy by the Joule (resistive) effect since the material's electrical
resistance to the passage of these currents is not zero.
It is important to bear in mind the strong dependence of these losses on the
thickness of the conductor in which they occur. Thus, they are more important in the
substrate, whether ferromagnetic or not, than in the intermediate layers which are
much thinner, and are even more important in the stabilizing layer if there is one,
especially if it is deposited on both sides of the tape [MAJO08].
Nevertheless, various workers [DUCK03, MAJO07, MAJO08, POLA07] have
shown that these losses can be considered negligible at low frequencies (including the
industrial frequencies of 50 or 60 Hz), and only have to be taken into account when
working at higher frequencies. To give a rough idea of the values that are at the border
of considering these losses to be significant, one can take from [DUCK05] the value at
60 Hz of the eddy current losses in the Cu stabilizing layer of an AMSC tape. This is
12 mW/m with the critical current as the peak value. According to the same source,
the hysteresis losses for this same current are 380 mW/m, i.e., almost 32 times greater.
Given that these losses are proportional to the square of the frequency, one would
need to be working at a frequency ξ͵ʹ times 60 Hz, i.e., about 340 Hz, for the eddy
current losses to reach the value of the hysteresis losses. It is clear therefore that, while
at industrial frequencies these losses are insignificant, their value grows very rapidly.
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2.3.2

Transport current losses.

Transport current losses in a superconducting tape can also be divided into three
main components:
1. "Self-field losses" due to the field variations created by the transport currents.
2. "Flux-flow losses", due to the movement of the vortices produced by the
transport current.
3. "Resistive losses in the conducting layers", which arise once the
superconductor's transport capacity has been surpassed, and the surplus
current circulates through normal conductors.
The following subsections briefly outline these three types of loss.
a) Self-field losses.
When there is an alternating current flowing through the superconductor, the
magnetic field associated with this current, called the "self-field", produces
superconducting hysteresis losses similar to those produced by applying an external
magnetic field.
For the case of 1G tapes, it appears customary in the literature [OOME00,
RABB01, SCHR01] to understand the self-field as the magnetic field created by the
currents of the filaments in the same or adjacent filaments, restricting its scope to
zones of dimensions of the width of the tape. Nevertheless, the tape may be being used
in geometries in which a part of it is affected by the field due to the transport current
passing through another part which is spatially but not electrically adjacent. This is the
case of multilayer coils in which a turn of superconducting tape is wound on top of
another.
b) Flux-flow losses.
When type-II superconductors (BSCCO or YBCO, for example) are in a mixed
state, either because of the existence of an external magnetic field or because of the
self-field, the vortices that form across them are anchored by defects (irregularities
and impurities) in the crystal lattice in positions known as "pinning centres"
[POOL00].
The transport current exerts a force on the vortices that tends to move them
towards the boundaries of the superconductor. However, no displacement occurs as
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long as this interaction force is weaker than the forces pinning the vortex. But when
the current is sufficiently high, the interaction forces overcome the pinning forces, and
the flux lines are displaced from their position and move through the superconductor.
Associated with this movement is an energy dissipation known as "flux-flow losses"
which is similar to that of a system of particles moving in a viscous fluid.
c) Resistive losses in conducting layers.
If the transport current exceeds the carrying capacity of superconducting tape,
i.e., the critical current, Ic, in the particular conditions under which it is working
(external field, shielding currents, coupling currents, etc.), the surplus current will then
take an alternative route:
x

In the case of 1G tape, through the matrix that surrounds the
superconducting filaments.

x

In the case of 2G tape, through the conducting layers (Ag layer,
stabilizing layers… See Figures 2.8 and 2.9).

This results in resistive energy dissipation that can be quantified in general terms
as:

dQJ

(i  I c )2 R dt (i ! I c )

(2.4)

where i is the instantaneous current and R is the effective longitudinal resistance of the
matrix or of the conducting layers.
Dependence of transport losses on the current.
When the transport current is small, the self-field losses predominate. As the
current increases, a point is reached at which the vortices are unhooked from their
pinning centres, and flux-flow losses are incorporated into the overall balance of
losses. At higher currents, the flux-flow losses become predominant, and can reach
values far greater than the self-field losses. If the current continues to increase, there
comes a point at which surplus current has to flow through the matrix or the
stabilizing layer resulting in resistive losses, which rapidly overtake the other two
contributions.
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2.4 METHODS OF MEASURING LOSSES
This section describes the principal methods that can be used to measure losses.
They can be classified into two types, namely:
x Calorimetric methods.
x Electromagnetic methods.
The main difference between them is that the former measures the losses once
they have dissipated from the heat lost to the environment, while the latter measures
them at the source by setting the conditions necessary to distinguish them from the rest
of the energy involved in a superconducting system. These methods are explained in
more detail in the following subsections.

2.4.1

Calorimetric methods.

These are based on measuring the amount of energy in the form of heat that a
superconductor dissipates into its environment. Two types of procedure are used to
determine this energy:
x Measuring the amount of cryogenic liquid evaporated (boil-off method).
x Measuring the temperature of the sample (thermometric method).
a) Boil-off method
The operating principle of this method is outlined in Figure 2.14. The heat of the
losses generated by the system under test (a coil in the figure) evaporates a certain
quantity of cryogenic liquid that is led to a gas-flow meter for measurement. To ensure
that the gas flow reaches the meter at a constant temperature (usually room
temperature), it is first passed through a heat exchanger. The gas temperature is also
measured by a thermocouple in the meter itself.
The calibration of this system is relatively simple. It consists of delivering a
known amount of energy by means of an electrical resistance (this appears as a heater
in the figure) and measuring in the meter the corresponding amount of liquid
evaporated.
There is a linear relationship between the losses in the cryostat and the flow
measured in the meter which simplifies the calibration.
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Finally, it should be noted that because the heat of vaporization of l-N2 is
relatively high (much greater than that of l-He for example), the amount of gas
evaporated will be measured with a certain sensitivity only if the losses produced are
great enough.
20oC

Thermocouple
l-N2

Coil

2223
Heat exchanger Gas-flow meter

Cryostat

Heater

Figure 2.14. Operating diagram of the calorimetric method [RABB01].

b) Thermometric method
Another way to determine the energy dissipated by losses, primarily in tapes, is to
characterize them thermally by insulating them from the cooling bath. Figure 2.15
shows a possible scheme of this procedure. The tape, in this case with a solenoid
geometry, is connected at its ends to terminals whose temperature is fixed by the
cryogenic liquid. The final temperature of the tape is thus reached by conduction.

Figure 2.15. Outline of the thermometric method.
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Since the tape is isolated thermally in a vacuum, in the absence of other energy
inputs its final temperature will be that of its ends, i.e., that of the cryogenic fluid.
If instead the tape presents losses, either due to the transport of current between
its ends or due to the application of an external magnetic field (as produced by the
outer coil shown in the figure), its temperature will rise. Since the temperature of its
ends is fixed by the cryogenic system, the temperature along the tape will not be
constant but will present a profile T(z) as shown in Figure 2.16, with a maximum,

'Tmid , at its mid-point which can be detected by a thermometer as in Figure 2.15.

Figure 2.16 Thermometric method – temperature profile along the tape.

The maximum, ' Tmid , for the tape is proportional to the power, P, that it
dissipates [PIET00]:

'Tmid

L2s
8wt d tV th ,m (1  K fil )

P,

(2.5)

where Ls is the length of the tape, wt and dt the dimensions of its cross section, ıth,m is
the thermal conductivity of the matrix, and K fil is the fraction of the cross section
occupied by the superconductor. Note that this equation neglects the thermal
conductivity of the superconducting filaments relative to that of the matrix, a
simplification that is only valid for ceramic superconductors.
In carrying out the procedure, it is difficult to accurately measure changes in
temperature below 10 mK. Furthermore, when temperature changes over 1K occur,
they give rise to changes in the superconducting properties along the sample.
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Therefore, when small losses are to be measured, a large sample is used, and vice
versa.
There are many studies in the literature that use calorimetric methods to measure
total losses in both 1G [FURU03, MART02, SCHÖ02] and 2G [ASHW06, DUCK03,
DUCK05, GINO05, OG.SH.CI.03, YAGI03] tapes. A particularly noteworthy study is
that of Ashworth & Suenaga [ASHW01] who used a variant they call the local
calorimetric method. This consists basically of the measurement of a small
temperature increment at a local point of a sample of high-temperature
superconducting tape due to energy dissipation, while the sample is exposed to an
alternating magnetic field and/or a transport current. The measurement is performed
using a differential thermocouple. This technique allows the measurement of losses
not only in isolated samples of tape but also in multitape systems such as solenoid
coils.

2.4.2

Electromagnetic methods.

Losses can be determined using electromagnetic methods either from
measurements in the source providing the transport current (lock-in amplifier), or
through the information coming from variations in the external magnetic field (pick-up
coil).
a) Lock-in amplifier (LIA) method
An LIA is essentially a device that provides the average value of the product of
two signals – one input and one reference. If the input signal is the supply current (or
voltage) of a particular electrical system, and the reference signal is the corresponding
voltage (or current), the LIA provides at its output a DC voltage proportional to the
mean value of the product of these two signals, i.e., the system's active power.
The term lock-in is used because the device selects a particular frequency of
interest in the signal to be measured, ignoring the rest of the frequency spectrum. And
the term amplifier indicates that the DC output level is usually higher than the AC
level presented by the input signal.
Measurement using an LIA is especially useful when one is dealing with very
small amplitude signals, such as the voltage drops due to losses in a superconductor
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which are in the range of μV. An LIA allows clean measurements to be made of very
small signals obscured by noise of usually far greater amplitude by having specially
designed filters and signal amplifiers at its input.
In the literature on the subject, it is common to find workers who use this method
to measure losses in either first-generation [CHOI02, OG.SH.TS.03, SCHÖ02,
TONS03,

YOSH03]

or

second-generation

[DUCK03,

INAD05,

MAJO07,

OG.SH.CI.03, ŠOUC06] tapes.
b) Pick-up coil method
As indicated above, magnetization losses can be determined by measuring the
variation of the external magnetic field using coils that are sensitive to this field,
usually called pick-up coils. These methods generally place these coils in different
positions in order to detect the magnetic flux variations that occur in the
superconducting sample at positions where the information is most meaningful.
Their commonest application is to determine hysteresis losses due to the external
field by measuring the magnetization in the superconductor. A single coil on the
sample would not be enough, since it would not only be sensitive to the shielding of
the field from the superconductor (μOM), but also to the applied external field (μOH).
It is therefore necessary to somehow detect the latter. For this, a second coil with the
same geometry – the compensation coil – is connected in antiseries with the first,
beyond the influence of the superconducting tape but within the influence of the
external magnetic field (see Figure 2.17). Thus, the voltage at the ends of the set of the
two coils in antiseries will be (as the sum of the voltages of the two coils) a function of
the difference between the fields.

P H  P0 H

P0 M ,

(2.6)

When there is no sample in the pick-up coil, the resultant voltage should be zero.
This allows the system to be calibrated to ensure that, when there is no other medium
contributing magnetization (in the present case a superconductor), the two coils are
receiving exactly the same flux.
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Figure 2.17. Pick-up coil method.

It is also possible using this method to measure the magnetization losses when the
superconducting tape sample is subjected to magnetic fields of different directions. In
[RABB01], an experimental procedure is presented that allows trials to be performed
in both a unidirectional field and in fields with different orientations relative to the
sample. The system consists of two magnetic dipoles that generate magnetic fields
perpendicular to each other. The sample of superconducting tape is placed in the space
between the two dipoles equidistant from two pick-up coils, and equidistant from their
two corresponding compensation coils (see Figures 2.18 and 2.19).

Figure 2.18. Pick-up coil system for different orientations of the applied field [RABB01].

.
Figure 2.19. Cross section of the pick-up coil system of Figure 2.18 [RABB01].
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The whole system is immersed in l-N2, and the design is such that it allows the
tape sample to be rotated to change its orientation relative to the field created by the
dipoles without requiring removal from the cryogenic liquid. In the case of trials with
a unidirectional field, only one of the dipoles generates the field.
Good measurements of the magnetization losses using this method require the
pick-up coils to be properly calibrated. The calibration factor of these coils in general
depends on the shape and size of the sample, and, in the case of trials with fields of
different directions, also on the orientation of the field. In practice, however, the coils
are calibrated at the beginning of testing, and this calibration factor is maintained
throughout the experiment even though the magnetic field direction with respect to the
tape is varied. The result therefore is the introduction of an error of measurement.
To overcome this practical problem, different workers [JIAN04] have devised a
variant of this method in which a pick-up coil, called a linked pick-up coil (LPC), is
placed in a different plane from that of the superconducting tape sample which it
encloses, in a form that allows the sample to be rotated inside the coil, thus detecting
changes in the angle of the magnetic field. Another coil of the same dimensions acts as
the compensation coil (see Figures 2.20 and 2.21).

Figure 2.20. Schematic diagram of the LPC measurement system [JIAN04].
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Figure 2.21. Detail of the LPC scheme [JIAN04].

In [JIAN04], it is shown that, with the pick-up coil designed in this way, the
calibration factor is independent of the magnetic field orientation relative to the
sample, thus optimizing the measurement of the magnetization losses. Different
studies of magnetization losses by the LPC method can be found in [AM.YO.05,
AMEM06].
As was the case with the calorimetric methods, many workers have used
electromagnetic methods to measure losses. In the case of 1G tapes one may cite
[AMEM02, ECKE02, JIAN04, LEGH02, MI.KA0.2, OG.SH.TS.03, OG.ZU.03,
RABB98, RABB02, RYU_03, SEIL02, SUEN02, YOSH03 ], and for 2G tapes
[AM.YO.05, OG.SH.CI.03, MAJO08, SEIL08, SUEN08, SUMP07].

2.4.3

Comparison of the two methods.

Although calorimetric methods make it possible to really measure the losses
without having to take the complex interaction of the magnetic fields into account
[OG.SH.CI.03], they have some drawbacks that make them less suitable than the
electromagnetic methods for applications such as those that are being discussed. First,
the measurement times are generally far longer because thermal phenomena are
usually much slower than most electromagnetic phenomena. Also, the electromagnetic
methods have greater resolution and sensitivity [OG.SH.CI.03]. Calorimetric methods
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can not discriminate how much of the heat comes from magnetization losses and how
much from transport current losses, i.e., they only measure the total losses, Ptotal. This
parameter, however, is often the most interesting in the field of technical applications,
which often involve complicated field and current geometries, such as transformer or
electric motor windings. Moreover, one has the possibility of using calorimetric and
electromagnetic methods in combination to distinguish the different types of losses.

2.5 RECENT RESULTS IN THE MEASUREMENT OF
LOSSES IN SUPERCONDUCTING TAPES
This section, as a complement to what was discussed above in this chapter, will
review the key results of publications over the last ten years on AC losses in 1G and
2G tapes. This will allow a general overview of the current panorama against which to
decide how far the results contributed by the author in the present report represent a
novel contribution to the topic.

2.5.1

Results for 1G tapes.

For 1G tape losses, one can cite, for example, the work of [AMEM02, INAD05,
MART02, OG.SH.TS.03, RABB02, TONS03, WOLF02, YOSH03] referring to the
analysis of total losses. There are also several studies that analyze magnetization
losses exclusively, by subjecting the samples to magnetic fields in different directions
[ECKE02, FURU03, LEGH02, NAST02, RYU_03, SCHÖ02, SUEN02, WITZ02].
In general, there are certain fundamental ideas dealt with in these studies. One is
the behaviour of the transport current losses versus the actual current carried. This
generally conforms to the prediction of Norris [NORR70] for samples of an elliptical
cross section type, as corresponds to tapes manufactured by the PIT process (see, for
example, [ASHW00] and [GINO05]). Another point of interest in all these works is to
detect the influence of different aspects of the external magnetic field on AC losses:
3. On the one hand, the amplitude of its components (see, for example,
[FABB00] and [SUEN02] for the case of components perpendicular to
the tape, and [MART02], [OG.SH.TS.03], and [YOSH03] for the parallel
case).
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4. And on the other, the field's direction relative to the tape, studying both
the differences between losses with fields parallel and perpendicular to
the tape [AMEM02, ECKE02, FURU03, LEGH02, RYU_03, SCHÖ02,
WITZ02], and the case in which other directions are also taken into
account [RABB02, WOLF02].
There have also been analyses of the dependence of losses on temperature
[SCHÖ02, WOLF02] and frequency [YUAN05].
As noted at the beginning of the chapter, there has been a decline in the number
of publications on 1G tapes in favour of those on 2G tapes towards the end of the
decade. However, an interesting exception has been the work on 1G tapes published in
the last three years by the research group of the Slovak Academy of Sciences in
Bratislava. One of the new ideas in these studies [GÖMÖ07, GÖMÖ09, VOJE09] is to
analyze how the effective critical current of BSCCO tapes is affected by partially
covering them with ferromagnetic material. They also study experimentally and
theoretically the critical current and AC losses in pancake-type coils of 1G tape as a
function of the number of turns [ŠOUC09].

2.5.2

Results for 2G tapes.

Work began with 2G tapes over a decade ago, considering them an alternative to
1G tapes for electrotechnical applications because of their superior performance in the
presence of strong magnetic fields (see, for example, [OG.SH.CI. 03] and
[MALO04]). The specialist journals increasingly contain communications on this
topic, some of which were cited in Section 2.2.2 on the method of manufacture of
these tapes. The following will summarize the most relevant results of that work.
One of these results concerns the inclusion of a new source of losses in 2G tapes
produced by the RABiTS™ process, due to the presence of the ferromagnetic
substrate, which causes the losses presented by these samples to be much greater than
predicted by the critical state model (see, for example, [MAJO07]). This has attracted
the interest of researchers in characterizing these losses so that they can be analyzed
separately and conclusions drawn about the remaining loss components. Two
procedures have been used to measure the losses in the ferromagnetic substrate:
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x

One procedure uses a SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference
Device) to analyze the behaviour of the sample at 95K before its
transition to the superconducting state [DUCK03, DUCK05].

x

The other estimates these losses with a magnetometer using the VSM
(Vibrating Sample Magnetization) technique [GIAN06, GINO05].

Some workers have found these losses to depend on different factors, including
the method of preparation of the substrate [IJAD04] and its emplacement on the tape
[SUEN08], but it has also been found [SEIL08] that in the presence of very high
magnetic fields, the substrate saturates and no longer exerts any noticeable influence
on the losses.
When the losses occurring in the ferromagnetic substrate are isolated from the
total losses, what is left fits, surprisingly, the Norris elliptical model (see for example
[DUCK03, GIAN06, GINO05, MI.TS.02, ŠOUC06, STAV05]) instead of the
rectangular model as would have been expected from these tapes' configuration of
layers. This result also appears in tapes without a ferromagnetic substrate [OGAW04,
TSUK05]. Some authors [TSUK05, MAJO07] have suggested that this behaviour is
due to inhomogeneity of the critical current. Nevertheless, it appears that the tendency
towards rather the elliptical or rather the rectangular model depends on the width of
the tape, approaching the latter the greater the width [DUCK05].
Other interesting analyses on 2G tapes are experiments on the dependence of AC
losses on the frequency. Examples are the studies of [GRIL07, IJAD04, OGAW04,
POLA07, ŠOUC06, SUMP07, TSUK07, VOJE08]. Their most important conclusion
is that:
x

For fields below that of penetration, the magnetization losses decrease
with frequency.

x

When the applied magnetic field coincides with the penetration field, the
magnetization losses are independent of frequency.

x

For magnetic fields above that of penetration, the magnetization losses
increase with frequency.
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2.5.3

Groupings of 1G and 2G tapes.

Other studies that were of most interest for the preparation of this report were
those performed with groupings of tapes, both 1G and 2G, aimed at analyzing the
influence of neighbouring tapes on the losses in that considered the sample. These
results may provide information about what happens when the tape is part of an
electrical system with other tapes in its environment – for example, in the winding of a
transformer.
For the case of 1G tapes, one may cite for example [IWAK03, MI.NI.02]. The
first of these studies analyzes two configurations of three tapes. One configuration is
with the tapes parallel in a vertical plane. It was found that the value of the losses is
the same in the three tapes if the distance between them is equal to or greater than 9
mm, while for smaller distances the central tape has the greatest losses. The other
configuration is with the tapes parallel in a horizontal plane. In this case, the central
tape is shielded, and presents losses far lower than the other two. In the second of the
studies cited, the test is performed with stacks of 3, 5, 7, and 15 tapes, varying the
inclination of the applied magnetic field. The findings were that the greater the stack,
the less sensitive are the losses to the inclination of the field, although this sensitivity
increases with increasing field strength.
For the case of 2G tapes, one may cite the work of [GRIL06] (completed later in
[GRIL07]) and [OGAW06].
In [GRIL06], the authors analyze numerically the losses in sets of 2, 4, and 6
superposed, identical, YBCO tapes without ferromagnetic substrate. Between each
tape sample is sandwiched a layer of non-ferromagnetic insulating material. The
analysis is contrasted with measurements made on an isolated tape and the
aforementioned three different groupings, with good agreement between the two
datasets. The losses are observed to decrease with increasing number of stacked tapes,
the decrease being most significant in external magnetic fields between 5 and 20 mT.
The explanation given is that increasing the number of stacked tapes decreases the
aspect ratio (width/thickness) of the overall group, and improves the effect of
shielding from the external magnetic field. However, the separation between the tapes
has a negative effect on the losses, in the sense that the greater the separation the
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greater the overall losses, due to reduced coupling between the tapes and the high
penetration field.
In the follow-up work of 2007 [GRIL07], they study the AC losses in a 25-turn
coil of SP YBCO IBAD/PLD tape, and compare them with the losses in a single tape
of the same characteristics. They find that the losses are up to 50 times greater in the
coil in the current range used in their experiment (between 20 and 150 A) due to the
electromagnetic interaction between neighbouring turns. The study is performed for
different frequencies, finding no significant dependence of the AC losses on this
magnitude. The experimental results are also contrasted with numerical models.
The work of Ogawa et al. [OGAW06] analyzes a configuration similar to one of
those of [MI.NI.02] for 1G tapes, but with three YBCO IBAD/PLD tapes placed
parallel and equidistant from each other in a horizontal plane. As with the 1G study, it
is again found that the central tape is the one presenting the lowest AC losses.

2.6 STRATEGIES FOR REDUCING LOSSES
The efforts of researchers to reduce losses in tapes when they are in situations
corresponding to real applications (transformers, motors, etc.), in which the
superconductor is operating under the influence of an alternating field, have borne
fruit in several works which will be commented on below.
One of the traditional procedures for reducing AC losses in 1G tapes is to braid
the filaments since this leads to a reduction in the coupling currents. Given that these
currents are established in planes transverse to the variable field that induces them, it
is only useful to do the braiding among filaments belonging to the same plane
transverse to the field [NAST02].
Coupling currents can also be reduced by introducing insulating barriers between
the filaments and the matrix (see, for example, [ECKE99, GOLD99, HUAN99]). This
forces the parasitic currents to close on themselves within the matrix itself, so that
they are faced with a greater resistance due to the increased resistive path. The
increased resistance leads to a decrease in the current intensity and hence in the losses.
As one deduces from the critical state models, hysteresis in a superconductor
depends on the penetration depth of the magnetic field. This in turn depends inversely
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on the value of the critical current density since the shielding currents are established
with that current density. Increasing the critical current thus leads to reduced losses. In
this regard, in recent years some workers [GÖMÖ07, GÖMÖ09, VOJE09] have
shown that coating the ends of 1G tapes with ferromagnetic material significantly
increases the tape's critical current (in particular, by up to 15%), thereby reducing both
magnetic and transport current losses. They also present a procedure for numerical
simulation which can predict theoretically the AC losses of superconducting elements
with ferromagnetic parts, such as the case of YBCO tapes with ferromagnetic
substrate, or MgB2 wires with Ni or Fe in the matrix.
In the case of second-generation tapes, one of the procedures used to increase the
critical current and hence reduce the losses is to insert nanodots into the
superconducting film. These nanodots act as defects in the crystal lattice, i.e., as
pinning centres that anchor magnetic field lines and the corresponding vortices.
AMSC

has

developed

this

technique

in

their

manufacture

of

type-344

superconductors. In some cases the nanodots are yttrium or holmium oxide
[MALO04], and in others they are rare earths (dysprosium, erbium, holmium, etc.)
[RUPI07].
Another group of studies [AMEM04, AM.EN.05, AM.YO.05, ASHW06]
presents tapes with the superconducting layer striated in parallel filaments by means of
longitudinal cuts performed by laser ablation. These striated tapes (or, as the authors
term them, multifilamentary tapes) present a reduction in losses of up to 9% compared
to unstriated YBCO tapes. Although the frequency-dependent coupling current
component of the losses increases with striation, there is a reduction in total losses up
to frequencies of over 170 Hz.
Pardo et al. [PARD09], as a continuation of their work on first-generation
superconductors, incorporate ferromagnetic laminae onto both sides of a pancake-type
coil of YBCO tape (previously performed with BSCCO [ŠOUC09]). They achieve a
major reduction in AC losses, but in this case without the variation in the critical
current being significant. The explanation for this reduction in losses lies in the socalled "mirror effect" [GENE00]: the coil, placed between two plates of infinite
susceptibility, creates an infinite number of images at both ends of the plates. The
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resulting virtual object creates a magnetic field that is mainly parallel to the tape.
Since the superconducting film is very thin, the magnetization losses, being
proportional to the thickness of the superconductor, are very small [BEAN64]. Pardo
et al. checked this theory by a numerical simulation that they present in the same work
[PARD09].
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CHAPTER 3. SUPERCONDUCTING TAPE AS
PART OF AN ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
3.1.

AC

LOSSES

IN

MAGNETIC

COUPLINGS

OF

SUPERCONDUCTING COILS.
The majority of electrotechnical applications which use high critical temperature
superconductors require complex geometries, but these are constrained by the limited
possibilities of moulding the form of the electrical circuit involved in the application.
One of the commercial solutions in this regard is to use superconducting tapes such as
those described in Chapter 2. With this type of tape, one can make electrical turns and
coils provided that their radius is not so small that the flexion involved disconnects the
superconducting paths. I.e., if the superconducting tape is subjected to bending, for
example to construct a solenoidal coil, there is a certain radius of curvature below
which the critical current of the tape degrades, worsening the tape's superconducting
properties [AHOR04, ALVA02, HORN93, NISH02].
In

addition,

in

implementing

magnetic

couplings

(transformers)

superconducting coils, it is important to minimize the losses involved.

with
It will

therefore be necessary to determine how such losses are produced in the coils, and to
find a convenient way to evaluate them.
New models of superconductor magnetic couplings have been proposed
[PERE04] based on multilayer coils without a ferromagnetic core. Initially we
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implemented toroidal couplings for maximum containment of field lines without a
ferromagnetic core, but the difficulty in the construction of this geometry led to the
decision to change to solenoidal coils with an aspect ratio (radius/length) small enough
for them to be considered ideal couplings, with a minimum of the inevitable leakage
flux at the edges of the coils.
These coils were constructed with Bi-2223 tape.

Their coupling factor was

calculated, finding a value consistent with the idea of maximum magnetic field
confinement. The AC losses were measured for each of the coils individually, and a
formula was proposed, based solely on geometric parameters, to calculate the AC
losses in terms of the transport current. Finally, we made a first analysis of the
contributions to the losses in the magnetic couplings. It was observed in this study
that, depending on which layer of the coil is fed current, the superconducting tapes
might or might not be subject to the interaction of the magnetic field created by the
coil itself. An outline of these contributions is shown in Fig. 3.1.
It is seen in this figure that if current is supplied to the inner layer (Fig. 3.1.a), the
magnetic field will only contribute to the losses in the turns near the ends due to the
edge effect. If, however, current is supplied to the outer layer (Fig. 3.1.b), as well as
this edge effect, all the turns inside this layer are affected by a magnetic field parallel
to the tape, with the corresponding contribution to the total losses. Since the number
of turns affected by the parallel component is much larger than by the perpendicular
component, the former has a more significant contribution to the losses than the latter,
contrary to the case in an individual tape sample [RABB01].
One of the major findings of this study is that the AC losses in an electrical
system constructed with superconducting tape are clearly conditioned by the influence
of each of the neighbouring tapes. For example, in the case of a coil formed by N
turns of tape, one might think initially of simplifying the calculation by assuming that
the AC losses of the whole system could be obtained through the superposition
principle, multiplying by N the AC losses due to a single turn of identical dimensions
to those forming the coil. However, comparison of this calculation with experiment
shows that this is not true.
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a)

b)
Figure 3.1. Magnetic field lines in a multi-layer solenoidal coil.

(a) Current flowing through the inner layer. (b) Current flowing through the outer layer.

In sum, this preliminary study of AC losses in superconducting magnetic
couplings showed that the calculation of AC losses in electrical systems based on
superconducting tape needs to be completed by analyzing the influence of some parts
of the system on others.
This analysis was the principal motivation for carrying out the work described in
this thesis, of which the present chapter forms the nucleus.

In the following

paragraphs, I will describe the detailed process of the loss analysis, first, for an
isolated tape, and then for electrical systems of various tapes, in order to determine the
aforementioned contribution. The study was conducted with both first-generation and
second-generation tapes with and without ferromagnetic substrate.

3.2.

AC LOSSES IN AN ISOLATED SUPERCONDUCTING

TAPE.
3.2.1. Prior considerations.
The measurement of AC losses in superconducting tapes may be influenced by
different parameters. It is therefore imperative to carefully design the measurement
procedure to obtain an adequate estimate of these losses.
Some of the parameters affecting the measurement of the losses are:
1. The geometry and nature of the tape, as was described in detail in the
previous chapter.
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2. The quality and precision of the measuring instruments, and the form of
acquiring and processing the signals. This requires a comprehensive
specific study for each test, as will be described throughout the present
chapter.
3. The position on the tape samples of the voltage taps [FLES95,
YANG96]. I shall address this question first as a preliminary to the rest
of the chapter.
Generally, the voltage taps are placed as shown in Fig. 3.2. The tappings are led
away from the tape to a distance equal to three-halves the width of the tape. A loop is
thus formed between the two contacts that contains all the field lines created by the
current [YANG96].

Itra

Ba
2a
3a

Figure 3.2. Position of voltage taps on a superconducting tape.

In the case that the test involves an applied external magnetic field, there will be
an electromotive force induced in the loop, with the consequence that the inductive
component of the voltage will be much greater than the loss component, causing
inaccuracy in the measurement.
To avoid this inductive contribution, one uses a different configuration of the
voltage tappings so that the loop they form is a figure-of-eight. Thus the voltage
induced in the loop by the applied external field (if there is one) will be minimal. This
is because the two parts of the loop will have compensating electromotive forces, and
thus the voltage induced by the external field will be null. This configuration is shown
in Fig. 3.3.
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Another approach, which we used in the early trials of the present work, is to
place the measurement loop parallel to the applied field, so that there is no induced
electromotive force (Fig. 3.4).
The results obtained with these two procedures gave similar values for the losses.

Ba
Itra

Figure 3.3. Voltage tapping wires in the form of a figure-of-eight.

Ba
Itra

Figure 3.4. Voltage tapping loop parallel to the external magnetic field.

In almost all electrical systems in which superconductors are used, a transport
current and an external magnetic field are present. Moreover, under certain working
conditions, there may be a phase difference between these two magnitudes, as is the
case, for example, in the windings of rotating machines or between the cables carrying
triphasic electrical power.
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It is therefore necessary to design tests to evaluate the AC losses in a
superconducting tape with different phase differences between the transport current
and the applied magnetic field.

3.2.2. Measurement of transport losses.
This section presents the system used to measure the AC losses in isolated
samples of tape due to the transport current with an applied magnetic field, and with or
without a phase difference between the field and the current.
The design of the system comprised the following functions:
1. To supply the sample with an adjustable sinusoidal current.
2. To provide a sinusoidal magnetic field perpendicular to the sample,
adjustable in amplitude and phase.
3. To make voltage measurements between the voltage taps soldered onto
the tape.
The general connection scheme for this series of trials consisted of three basic
stages (Fig. 3.5):
Stage 1. Generation of the transport current and the magnetic field.
Stage 2. Capture and compensation of the loss signal.
Stage 3. Acquisition and processing of the signal data.
These stages are described in detail in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 3.5. Outline of the measurement system for transport losses in isolated tapes.
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Stage 1. Generation of the transport current and the magnetic field
At this stage, two LIAs generate through the oscillator two synchronized
sinusoidal signals at the desired frequency. These signals then pass through a phase
shifter which allows one to regulate their phase difference.
The phase shifter comprises an electronic circuit (Fig. 3.6) whose transfer
function is given by Eq. (3.1).

Figure 3.6. Circuit diagram of the electronic phase shifter.

V0
V1

1
R1C1
1
s
R1C1
s

(3.1)

With this circuit, one can set the phase difference between two signals to values
from 0° to 180°, determined by Eq. (3.2).

Phase( rad )
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1 «
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«Z 2  ª 1 º »
«RC » »
«¬
¬ 1 1¼ ¼

(3.2)

This value of the phase difference, given the angular frequency Ȧ, depends only
on the values of the capacitor C1 and the resistance R1. Here we used a variable
resistance R1 from 0 to 10 kȍ and a variable capacitor of 2 to 10 μF. The resistances R
of the series branch are 3 ȍ.
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The two signals from the phase shifter pass through two QSC power amplifiers
(Fig. 3.7). Their characteristics are given in Appendix I.

Figure 3.7. QSC RMX 1450 power amplifier.

The current at the output of one of the amplifiers is led directly to the coil
responsible for generating the magnetic field that will be applied perpendicular to the
sample of superconducting tape (Fig. 3.8).
Regarding the transport current, the amplifier is insufficient to attain the current
needed to evaluate the losses in the superconducting tape. The tape was therefore
connected in series with the secondary of a short-circuited toroidal transformer (Fig.
3.9). The whole system is immersed in l-N2.

Figure 3.8. Cross section of the coil generating the magnetic field.
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l‐N2
Toroidal
Transformer
Amplifier

LIA

Superconducting
Tape
Figure 3.9. Schematic diagram of the transport current generating system.

Stage 2. Capture and compensation of the loss signal.
At this stage, the signal from the measurement loop is corrected prior to its
acquisition by the LIA. There are two reasons for this:
a) Inductive component compensation. The transport current through the
superconducting tape leaves a voltage drop between the voltage taps that
is essentially inductive, it being difficult to identify the loss component in
phase with the current.

A first compensation circuit facilitates the

reading of this component.
b) Magnetic field compensation. It is necessary to correct the voltage of the
measurement loop to cancel out the emf induced by the deviation of the
measurement loop and the magnetic field from being exactly parallel.
In the following, I shall describe these two compensation circuits.
a) Inductive component compensation.
To measure accurately with an LIA the phase difference between two signals (in
this case the transport current and the voltage in the loop), it is necessary for the test to
include a system to compensate for the inductive component of the voltage across the
tape. This system is based on an adjustable amplifier whose scheme of operation is
shown in Fig. 3.10.
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Figure 3.10. Outline of the compensation system.

A Rogowski coil, placed around the conductor responsible for carrying the
transport current to the tape, generates an emf proportional to the transport current,
and 90° out of phase with it. This voltage signal can be amplified at will, and sent to
the summation instrument, which also receives the signal from the measurement loop.
The summation device subtracts the two signals. Thus, the resistive part (from the
losses) is unaltered, because the subtracted (Rogowski) signal is completely inductive.
This reduces the inductive component to values of the same order of magnitude as the
resistive (losses) component of the measurement signal (Fig. 3.11).

Figure 3.11. Reduction of the inductive component.

b) Magnetic field compensation.
In the loss tests conducted with an applied magnetic field, another compensation
was used to correct the effects of that field on the measurement loop (Fig. 3.4) due to
the two not being completely parallel. Under these conditions, the external field
induces an emf in the loop independent of the effects of the transport current.
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Since this electromotive force lags by ʌ/2 with respect to the field, to compensate
it one needs another similar to it, connected in "antiseries" to annul that contribution.
The principle of its functioning is based on the mutual inductance of two coupled
coils, one of which is in series with the source of the field, and the other is mobile so
that, by properly orienting it, one can obtain the desired output signal. Once this is
achieved, and fixing the position, as the current supplied to the first coil is increased,
the signal obtained from the second coil will increase in the same proportion, enabling
the appropriate compensation.
Stage 3. Signal acquisition and data processing.
As was mentioned above, signal acquisition is performed through an LIA. The
device used was a Signal Recovery model 7265 (Fig. 3.12) whose characteristics are
given in Appendix II.

Figure 3.12. LIA used for data acquisition.

The LIA is interfaced to a PC via a GPIB port, and controlled with a customwritten program based on the commercial LabView software package.
After being logged by the PC, the data are stored and processed in electronic
spreadsheets.

3.2.3. Measurement of magnetization losses.
Another feature of the system is the capacity to measure magnetization losses.
For this two coils are used, a pick-up coil and a compensation coil (pick-up coil
method), according to the scheme shown in Fig. 3.13.
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Figure 3.13. Outline of the measurement system for magnetization losses in isolated tapes.

The system for the measurement of magnetization losses comprises two basic
stages:
Stage 1. Generation of the applied magnetic field.
Stage 2. Compensation, acquisition, and processing of the signals.
These steps are described in detail in the following.
Stage 1. Generation of the applied magnetic field.
This first stage is exactly the same as that described in the section on transport
losses. A sinusoidal voltage is generated which is regulated through the oscillator of
an LIA such as that shown in Fig. 3.12.
Subsequently, this signal is amplified by a power amplifier such as that shown in
Fig. 2.7. The amplifier's output current is passed through the coil shown schematically
in Fig. 3.8, thus generating the magnetic field to which the superconducting tape is
subjected.
Stage 2: Compensation, acquisition, and processing of the signals.
The magnetization losses are measured in this stage. As was detailed in Chapter
2, this is done using so-called pick-up coils sensitive to variations of the external
magnetic field, as was illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.17.
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For all the tests, the system has to be calibrated previously, so that, when there is
no superconducting material within the pick-up coil, the induced voltage difference
between the pick-up and compensation coils is close to zero over the entire
measurement range. To this end, a current I is passed through the magnetic field
source at room temperature1, and separate measurements are made of the voltages V1
and V2 induced in the pick-up and compensation coils, respectively.
The difference ǻV must be compensated by simultaneously moving the two coils
in the field to make the voltage difference between them practically zero (Fig. 3.14).


Ba

Tape
PickͲupCoil

Adjustment

CompensatingCoil

Figure 3.14. The system of adjustment with the pick-up coil.

However, it is necessary to make a further correction for the error due to moving
the coils within the magnetic field manually, an error which increases with increasing
field amplitude. This correction is made by means of a magnetic field compensating
circuit similar to that used in the measurement of transport losses.

This circuit

basically consists of two magnetically coupled coils providing a signal which, by
adding it to the signal from the pair of pick-up / compensation coils, eliminates the
possible error in the measurement.
The signal thus obtained is acquired by a Signal Recovery, Model 7265, LIA such
as that in Fig. 3.12, which is in turn interfaced to a PC through a GPIB port, and
controlled with a program based on the LabView commercial software package.
As in the case of the current transport losses, after being logged by the PC, the
data are stored and processed in electronic spreadsheets.

1

At room temperature the sample is not in the superconducting state.
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3.2.4. Results of the AC loss trials with no phase difference.
This section presents the test results for the transport current losses when there is
no phase difference between the transport current and external magnetic field applied
perpendicular to the tape.
The tape used in these tests is manufactured by American Superconductor. Its
characteristics are given in Table 3.1, and Fig. 3.15 shows a cross-sectional
micrograph of a sample.
In all the tests, the length of the tape sample used was 10 cm, with an effective
superconducting cross section of 3×0.3 mm², and a distance between voltage taps of
4.5 cm (Fig. 3.16).
Table 3.1. Characteristics of the AMSC 120A tape.

Average thickness

0.31 (+/- 0.02) mm

Average width

4.2 (+/- 0.2) mm

Critical tensile stress

265 MPa a, b

Critical tensile strain

0.4%

a, b

Minimum bend diameter

70 mm b, c

Ic

120 A a

a. At 77 K, self-field 1 μV/cm., b. With 95% Ic retention., c. Without remnant stress.

Figure 3.15. Micrograph of the tape being tested.


Itra
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Figure 3.16. Position of the voltage taps.
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For different intensities of the external magnetic field perpendicular to the plane
of the tape, variable transport currents were passed through the tape from 0 A until
surpassing the critical current1. All tests were performed at 72 Hz, with the connection
scheme shown diagramatically in Fig. 3.5. The results are shown in Fig. 3.17.
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Figure 3.17. Energy of the transport current losses during one cycle for different values of the
magnetic field perpendicular to the tape.

The figure shows the energy loss per unit volume during one electrical cycle, and
includes two reference lines to evaluate the slopes of the loss curves.
One notes that, in the case of zero external field (self-field), the slope of the
losses on a logarithmic scale is approximately 3, while in the presence of a magnetic
field the slope reduces to 2. These values of the slope are retained until the critical
current is exceeded, at which point the Joule effect losses in the matrix begin to be
significant, breaking the trend.
Both the values of the slope and the total values of the losses in similar tapes are
consistent with the results reported by other workers [RABB01].

1 Irms values were reached whose peak values exceeded the value of the critical current provided

by the manufacturer.
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3.2.5. Results of the AC loss trials with a phase difference.
As discussed above, there is a need to evaluate the AC losses under certain
conditions of phase difference between the applied magnetic field and the transport
current. The results of these tests are the transport losses shown in Figures 3.18–3.21
for transport currents of 10A, 34A, 68A, and 85A, respectively.
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Figure 3.18. Phase difference trials, Itra = 10 A rms.
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Figure 3.19. Phase difference trials, Itra = 34 A rms.
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Figure 3.20. Phase difference trials, Itra = 68 A rms.
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Figure 3.21. Phase difference trials, Itra = 85 A rms.

One deduces from these results that the transport losses depend strongly (even by
a factor of 2 or more) on the phase angle between the magnetic field and the current.
In Fig. 3.21, one observes that the shape of the curves corresponding to low field
values is lost at higher values, with the tendency then becoming irregular [ASHW00].
One also observes that the maximum losses occur between 30° and 45°,
depending on the magnetic field, for all values of the current. To better visualize this
behaviour, Fig. 3.22 shows the same plots of Fig. 3.19 for Itra = 34A but normalized to
the maximum value of the losses.
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The general trend for all the currents studied was for the maximum loss to shift to
greater angles with increasing magnetic field.
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Figure 3.22. Phase difference trials, Itra = 34A.(rms), normalized to the value of the maximum
loss.

3.2.6. Results of the magnetization loss trials.
The measurement system used for these tests was that shown schematically in
Fig. 3.13.
It is well known that the magnetic field that penetrates the superconducting tape
is closely related to the tape's critical current [POOL00]. The minimum value of the
external magnetic induction for which the field completely penetrates the material is
given by:
B*

P0 J c

h
,
2

(3.3)

Jc

Ic
S

Ic
hw

(3.4)

with

where h is the mean thickness of the tape and w its width.
Substituting (3.4) into (3.3), and given that for the AMSC tape Ic = 120A and w =
4 mm, one has:
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B* # 18.85·10-3 T.
The magnetic field source must therefore provide a range of values from 0 to
values greater than 20 mT.
Another consideration to bear in mind is that the test is designed to provide the
values of the tape's AC magnetic susceptibility rather than magnetization losses. To
determine the latter it is therefore necessary to make certain approximations, as
detailed in the following.
A superconductor's magnetization losses in the presence of a magnetic field are
given by [BRAN98]:

Q( Ba ) S F 0 F "( Ba )

Ba2

P0

J/m3

(3.5)

where F "( Ba ) is the imaginary part of the superconductor's external magnetic
susceptibility, which corresponds to the voltage drop between taps on the
superconductor, VT, divided by the applied field, Ba:

F "( Ba )

VT
.
Ba

(3.6)

and F0 is the superconductor's internal susceptibility (independent of the applied field)
which, in this case due to the approximately elliptical distribution of the
superconducting filaments in the tape (see Fig. 3.23), can be approximated by
[FABB00]:

F0 1 

a
b

(3.7)

with a and b being the semiaxes of that ellipse.

2a
2b
Figure 3.23. Micrograph of the tape showing its elliptical cross section.
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The tests were conducted on the same sample of superconducting tape used for
the transport current loss tests. The results for the magnetic susceptibility are shown
in Fig. 3.24.
Applying Eq. (3.5) to the values of the external magnetic susceptibility
measurements (Fig. 3.24) and the internal magnetic susceptibility calculated using the
above ellipse approximation, one obtains the magnetization losses of the AMSC
(120A) tape versus the applied magnetic field as shown in Fig. 3.25. (It has to be
emphasized that these results are for the case of zero transport current.)
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Figure 3.24. Magnetic susceptibility of the AMSC (120A) tape.
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Figure 3.25. Magnetization losses in the AMSC (120A) tape.
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The trend of the data, with a slope of about 3, and the measured values are
consistent with the values reported by other workers using other measurement systems
but with similar tapes [RABB01].
Also significant is the change in the slope of the data (becoming less steep) when
the external magnetic field exceeds the tape's penetration field (about 20 mT).
The slope at low values of the field is different from the trend of the rest of the
data. This is supposedly due to the lack of sensitivity of the equipment for such a low
range of values.

3.2.7. Total losses.
It is known that the total losses are the simple sum of the transport current losses
plus the magnetization losses. Fig. 3.26 represents the total losses obtained from the
tests described above, assuming that the magnetization losses are approximately
constant and independent of the applied transport current in the present range of
measurements [RABB01]. With this assumption, the shape of these curves is the
same as the curves corresponding to the transport current losses with no phase
difference, but shifted by a constant representing the magnetization losses.
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Figure 3.26. Total losses in the AMSC (120A) tape.
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3.3.

BEHAVIOUR OF THE SUPERCONDUCTING TAPE

UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF NEIGHBOURING TAPES.
3.3.1. Measurement of losses in stacked tapes.
The measurement system described in the previous section of this chapter was
designed to measure losses in isolated tapes. However, superconducting tapes form
part of more complex systems such as multilayer coils and transformers, where the
tapes are subject to the influence of neighbouring tapes as shown in Fig. 3.27.

Figure 3.27. Multilayer superconducting coil.

In such cases it is necessary to analyze the losses in stacked superconducting
tapes, for which we designed the system that is described in the following.
Two samples of superconducting tape are used, denominated S (short) and L
(long). The sample S is placed on top of sample L, covering approximately 50% of its
length. The positioning of the voltage taps is as follows (Fig. 3.28):
x

CO (Contact Out): Voltage tap in electrical contact with the tape L,
located outside the influence of the tape S.

x

CI (Contact In): Voltage tap in electrical contact with the tape L, located
within the influence of the tape S.

x

CLO (Contactless Out): Voltage tap without electrical contact, located
outside the influence of the tape S.

x

CLI (Contactless In): Voltage tap without electrical contact, located
within the influence of the tape S.
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Figure 3.28. Positioning of the voltage taps in the stacked tape system.

The measurement system designed to perform these tests is based on the scheme
shown in Fig. 3.29, which can be divided into the following stages:
Stage 1. Generation of the currents.
Stage 2. Amplification and filtering of the loss signals.
Stage 3. Signal acquisition.
Stage 4. Data processing and storage.
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Figure 3.29. Outline of the measurement system for stacked tapes.

Stage 1. Generation of the currents.
The transport currents circulating through each of the tapes were obtained using
two separate Hewlett Packard function generators, with adjustable frequency,
amplitude, and phase. The current generator for sample L was an HP33120A (Fig.
3.30), and that for sample S was an HP3314A (Fig. 3.31).
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Figure 3.30. HP33120 function generator to supply current to the sample L.

Figure 3.31. HP3314A function generator to supply current to the sample S.

To perform the tests, the second generator was synchronized with the first by
means of a TTL trigger signal from the latter, thus synchronizing the two generators in
frequency. The second generator is able to shift the phase of the signal it generates at
will with respect to the reference TTL signal, allowing the phase difference between
the currents in the two tapes to be controlled as described below.
To achieve currents which are sufficiently high, at the output of each function
generator there is a Crest Audio CA18 power amplifier (Fig. 3.32). The data sheet of
this device is provided in Appendix III.

Figure 3.32. Crest Audio CA18 power amplifier.

However, the current at the output of the amplifiers is still not sufficient to
achieve the appropriate range of values for superconducting tapes such as those being
used. To solve this problem, a further amplification stage was added, consisting of
two current transformers which provide up to 1500 A in the secondary. A photograph
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of one of these transformers is shown in Fig. 3.33, and its wiring diagram is provided
in Appendix IV.

Figure 3.33. 1500A toroidal transformer.

Stage 2. Amplification and filtering of the loss signals.
The signals from the CO, CI, CLO, and CLI taps are captured by separate
variable gain Femto instrumentation amplifiers (Fig. 3.34), whose data sheet is
provided in Appendix V.
The function of these amplifiers is to adapt the tap signals to the measurement
range of the next stage's data acquisition card. They also filter out the high frequency
noise which is inevitably associated with the signals.

Figure 3.34. Femto amplifier.

The disadvantage of these amplifiers is that they produce a phase shift between
the input and output signals which varies with the high-pass filter threshold that we
use. In particular, the filter cut-off frequency used for all the measurements made in
these tests was 100 kHz, which causes a phase shift of 1.23° over the entire range of
gains.
To measure the currents in the superconducting tapes, we used two separate LEM
model HAS Hall effect current transducers (Fig. 3.35).

Their data sheet and
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connection schemes are given in Appendix VI. The output of these probes is a (Hall)
voltage proportional to the current, so that, within the frequency range of the probe,
the waveform of the output voltage matches that of the current being measured.

Figure 3.35. Hall effect current transducer.

Stage 3. Signal acquisition.
The signals from the four Femto amplifiers and the LEM current transducers are
led to a data acquisition card (DAQ) through a National Instruments, model BNC2110, shielded connector panel (Fig. 3.36). Its data sheet is provided in Appendix VII.

Figure 3.36. NI BNC-2110 shielded connector panel.

This panel is connected to the DAQ through a model SH68-68-EP 64-pin
shielded data bus (Fig. 3.37).

Figure 3.37. SH68-68-EP 64-pin connection bus.
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The DAQ used (Fig. 3.38) was a National Instruments, S Series, model NI6143.
It has a 250 kS/s sampling rate, with 8 analog channels capable of simultaneous data
collection, thus avoiding the addition of a lag in the acquisition of measurements as
would be the case with a conventional DAQ. Each of these channels also has an
analog/digital converter which speeds up the data logging.

Figure 3.38. The NI6143S 16Bit, 250 kS/s, PCI DAQ.

The limit of the card's input voltage for each channel is 5V. As mentioned above,
the input signals from the voltage taps on the tapes are adapted by the instrumental
amplifiers of Stage 2 for the card to operate at its maximum sensitivity.
The card is connected to a PC through a PCI bus, and is controlled by the
National Instruments LabView software package. A more detailed description is
given in Appendix VIII.
Stage 4. Data processing and storage.
The signals acquired by the DAQ are then processed by the same custom-written
LabView program that controls the DAQ. The structure of the program is given in
Appendix IX. The user interface of the program is that of a Virtual Instrument (VI),
and the program is written with subprogram modules, denominated subVI, with
specific functions.
Fig. 3.39 shows the front panel user interface of the VI with which the user can
control the parameters needed for both the DAQ's acquisition of signals and their
processing and storage.
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Figure 3.39. The user interface of the DAQ controller.
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In the following, I shall describe the controls and displays of the interface which
in general correspond to the inputs and outputs of the subVI's conforming the
program.
x

Sensitivity (Control): The signals are acquired by a standard LabView
library subVI (Fig. 3.40) which allows the sensitivity of the
measurements to be set for each channel independently.

Figure 3.40. Sensitivity control for the channels of the DAQ.

x

Sampling (Control): The working frequency of the tests was 100 Hz, and
the DAQ's maximum sampling rate was 250 kS/s. It was decided to take
50 000 samples to measure 20 complete cycles of each signal, which
allowed us to obtain all the parameters accurately. These details can be
seen in Fig. 3.41.

Figure 3.41. Signal sampling controls.
x

Waveforms (Display): A series of graphical windows display in real time
the signal waveforms (see Fig. 3.42), allowing one to control the
corresponding peak values and facilitating the adjustment of the card's
sensitivity for each measurement.

Figure 3.42. Waveform of the IS current.
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x

Hysteresis loops (Display): Another pair of graphics windows show the
variation of the cycle of losses over time for the CI and CO taps, i.e., with
and without the influence of the short tape. Fig. 3.43 shows the window
corresponding to the CI voltage tap.

Figure 3.43. CI/IL hysteresis loop.

x

Filter (Control): After the signals have been displayed, they are filtered
with a tone analyzer which returns the fundamental frequency (100 Hz)
and rejects all the noise that may have got into the signal from the
amplifier output to the input to the card (Fig. 3.44). The fact that the
amplifier stage causes a phase shift of 1.23° prevents one from using the
LIA filtering method because this would have multiplied the error by the
reference signal, IL, to an inadmissible level [MÜLL97].

Figure 3.44. Tone analyzer control.

x

Measurements (Display): After extracting the signals at their
fundamental frequencies, their rms values are computed, together with
the phase differences between the voltages of the turns and the transport
current of the sample L. The rms voltages are corrected by the coefficient
corresponding to the gain obtained by the Femto amplifiers, and the
phase is corrected by the angle explained above which depends
exclusively on the filter that is applied.
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After these corrections have been made, the power loss is given by the
expression:
P = IrmsVrmscosM

(3.8)

The current, voltage, and power values, and the controls of the correction
of the gain and phase by the amplifiers, are displayed on the user
interface as shown in Fig. 3.45.

Figure 3.45. Control of the amplification, and the rms values of all the signals.

x

Logging (Control): Finally, once the user is satisfied that the signals are at the
card's limit of sensitivity and that there is no particular problem, the numerical
data can be saved into their respective spreadsheets in the directory specified
in the corresponding box. The signal waveforms can also be saved, as shown
in Fig. 3.46.

Figure 3.46. Data logging interface.
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3.3.2. AC losses in BSSCO tapes: Comparison of isolated and

stacked tapes.
The tape used for these tests was the type denominated Innost, manufactured by
the Innova Superconductor Technology Co. Its principal characteristics are listed in
Table 3.2.
Table 3.2. Characteristics of the Innost 95A tape.

Average thickness

0.23 (+/- 0.01mm)

Average width

4.2 (+/- 0.1mm)

Insulating layer width

15Pm

Critical tensile stress

100MPa b

Minimum bend diameter

30mm b

Ic

95A a

a. At 77 K, self-field 1 μV/cm. b. With 95% Ic retention

The micrograph of Fig. 3.47 [YI__05] shows the distribution of the filaments
within the silver matrix of an Innost tape.

Figure 3.47. Micrograph of an Innost tape.

With the voltage tapping configuration of Fig. 3.28, the first thing that needed to
be checked was whether the losses in the sample L as measured by the CO loop are
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truly independent of the current IS flowing through the tape S. In particular, the losses
measured must be equal to those of a simple tape.
Fig. 3.48 shows these losses as a function of IS for different currents IL in the
sample.

One observes that the losses measured by the CO loop are practically

independent of IS, as was expected because the CO voltage tap is located outside the
influence of that current.
Fig. 3.49 shows the same losses but as a function of the current IL for each value
of IS. Also plotted is the curve corresponding to the theoretical predictions of the selffield transport current losses, PElliptic , as given by the Norris equation [NORR70] for a
tape with an elliptical distribution of superconducting filaments. This equation is:

PElliptic

P0
Eº
ª
Z I c2 «(1  E ) ln(1  E )  (2  E ) »
2
2S
2¼
¬

(3.9)

with E = Ip/Ic, where Ip is the peak current flowing through the sample, Ic is the critical
current, and Ȧ the frequency at which the test is performed, which in this study was
100 Hz.
The experimental curves show good agreement with theory for IL < Ic.
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Figure 3.48. Losses measured with the CO loop as a function of IS for different values of IL.
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Figure 3.49. Losses measured with the CO loop for different values of IS compared with the
Norris equation for elliptical cross section tapes. (a) Linear plot; (b) log-log plot.

Figures 3.50 and 3.51 show, respectively, the losses measured by the CI tapping
loop, i.e., within the zone of influence of the short tape, and a detail of the plot for IL <
60A. Since, as was explained above, the CO and CI loss measurements were made
simultaneously, these results point to a behaviour distinguishing two ranges of IS:
x

When the current through the short tape is sufficiently low (IS < 15 A in the
present study), the losses measured by the CI loop are lower than those
measured by the CO loop (or than the Norris equation predictions for an
isolated tape).
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x

For values above a given IS (IS > 15 A in the present study), the losses
measured by the CI loop are greater than the Norris equation values, and
increase with increasing IS.

The explanation we propose for this behaviour is as follows:
x

If there is no current flowing through the short tape, or if this current is
sufficiently low, the magnetic field screening effect produced by the presence
of the short superconducting tape modifies the distribution of the field
between filaments so as to reduce the self-field produced by the transport
current. The result is to increase the effective value of the critical current Ic,
with a consequent decrease in the value of the losses [NORR70].

x

When the current IS is sufficiently high, the magnetic field it creates acts as an
external magnetic field applied to the long tape, thereby increasing the
magnetization losses and causing a reduction in the effective Ic, and hence an
increase in transport current losses.

Since the potential use of superconducting tapes will be in multi-layer coils (see
Fig. 3.27) for which the currents passing through two adjacent layers may be equal in
value, it is particularly interesting to analyze the behaviour of the losses when IS = IL.
In performing this analysis, the following consideration had to be taken into
account: The CI tapping, which is in electrical contact with the long tape, also behaves
as a tapping without any electrical contact (CLI) for the short tape, and this has to be
taken into account in the total loss measurement [GÖMÖ01].
In other words, the measurement of the power loss in the CI loop includes on the
one hand the contribution corresponding to the tape L, and on the other a fraction of
the losses corresponding to the tape S. Given that, to a very good approximation, the
two tapping loops are equal, this contribution can be estimated as half of the losses
measured by the CLI tapping loop:
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PT

PCI  1 PCLI , with I L
2

IS

(3.21)

Figures 3.52 and 3.53 show these results. One observes that, for values both
above and below Ic (given by the manufacturer as 95A), the presence of the short tape
leads to increased losses in the long tape.
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Figure 3.50. Losses in the CI tapping loop for different values of IS compared with the elliptical
Norris equation. (a) Linear plot; (b) log-log plot.
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Figure 3.51. Detail of the losses in the CI tapping loop.
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Figure 3.52. The CO, CI, CLI, and total losses compared with the Norris equation values.
(a) Linear plot; (b) log-log plot.
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Figure 3.53. Detail of the CO, CI, CLI, and Norris equation losses.

3.3.3. AC losses in YBCO tapes: Comparison of isolated and

stacked tapes.
A similar study to that described in Sec. 3.3.2 was carried out with the two types
of 2G tape described in Chapter 2: tapes made by the RABiTSTM method, and tapes
made by the IBAD method.
Due to the asymmetry of the layers in 2G tapes (see Figs. 2.8 and 2.9) with
respect to 1G tapes, a first loss measurement was made in order to evaluate the
influence of the proximity of the YBCO layer to the probe on the measurement. To
this end, we used a sample of Super-Power tape equal to the tape described in Table
3.3 except for being free of stabilizer so that the YBCO layer is as near as possible to
one of the faces. Four probes were used on the sample as shown in Fig. 3.54. The AC
loss was measured as a function of the rms value of the transport current at 100 Hz.
The results of the test are shown in Fig. 3.55. They demonstrate that there were no
significant differences between the measurements for the different probes.
After this verification, we approached the loss study of the two types of 2G tape.
A priori, the most important difference between them is the ferromagnetic
characteristic exhibited the substrate of the RABiTSTM tapes, unlike the tapes made by
IBAD method.
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Figure 3.54. Architecture of the tape and the probes used to measure the loss: (1) the silver
layer, (2) the YBCO layer, and (3) the substrate.
The thicknesses of the layers are drawn to scale.
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Figure 3.55. Loss measured on both faces of the tape from the four probes (the voltage taps
CO and CI and the contactless loops CLO and CLI shown in Fig. 3.54). Thus PCO, PCI,
PCLO, and PCLI are the respective measurements of the loss.

One sample of each type of tape was tested in the same way as described in Sec.
3.3.1. In order to facilitate comparison, the tapes were selected to have similar losses.
Their characteristics are summarized in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3. Characteristics of the 2G tapes studied.

RABiT

IBAD

Manufacturer

ASC

Super Power

Average thickness

0.275-0.310mm

0.095mm

Average width

4.27mm

4mm

Critical tensile stress

300 MPab

> 550 MPa

Minimum bend diameter

25mmb

11mm

Ic

75Aa

88Aa

a. At 77 K, self-field 1 μV/cm. b. With 95% Ic retention

The experimental configuration used for loss measurement was as in Fig. 3.28,
and is repeated in Fig. 3.56 so as not to confuse the labels of the probes here with
those in Fig. 3.54.

Fig 3.56. Positioning of the voltage taps in the stacked tape system.

Probes beyond the influence of the short tape
As in the case of the 1G tape, the measurements from the CO and CLO probes are
fairly independent of the current in the short tape. Figures 3.57 and 3.58 show the
losses measured from the CO probe in the non-ferromagnetic substrate tape and in the
ferromagnetic substrate tape, respectively.
In the first case, as expected [DUCK03, GIAN06, GÖMÖ09, MI.TS.02,
STAV05], the measurements are located between the theoretical values calculated
from the elliptical and rectangular Norris equations, except at low currents in the long
tape probably due to the influence of the current leads in the short tape. One observes
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that qualitatively there are no major differences with respect to the same
measurements made on 1G tape (Fig. 3.49).
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Figure 3.57. Loss in the non-ferromagnetic substrate tape, measured from the CO probe in the
long piece outside the influence of the current in the short one. (a) Linear plot; (b) log-log plot.

The case of the measurements of the ferromagnetic substrate tape is different.
Due to the magnetic field created by the transport current in the substrate, the
measurement of loss outside of the influence of the short tape must include not only
the transport loss, which one expects to be between the values predicted by the Norris
equations, but also the ferromagnetic loss in the substrate [DUCK03, DUCK05,
GIAN06, MAJO07]. This is why, in agreement with other authors [ŠOUC06] the
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measurements in Fig. 3.58 for the CO probe are higher than the values of the elliptic
Norris equation.
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Figure 3.58. Log-log plot of loss in the ferromagnetic substrate tape, measured from the CO
probe in the long piece, outside of the influence of the current in the short one.

The loss in ferromagnetic substrates at currents lower than critical current has
been estimated from [DUCK03, DUCK05, GIAN06]. Figure 3.59 shows this estimate
for two substrates with marked differences between their losses: Ni (FM1) and Ni-5%
at.W(FM2).
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Figure 3.59. Experimental loss in the ferromagnetic substrate. Dashed line is for Ni tapes
(FM1) and full line is for Ni-5%at.W tapes (FM2) [DUCK03, DUCK05, GIAN06].
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Figure 3.60 shows our experimental data of losses in the sample with
ferromagnetic substrate and the sum of Norris’s models with FM losses. In general,
the addition of the ferromagnetic losses FM1 or FM2 to the Norris losses considerably
improves the agreement with our experimental measurements as in [GIAN06] but the
best fit with our measurements is “FM2 + Norris Elliptic” for all values of IL.
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Figure 3.60. Measured losses in the ferromagnetic substrate tape and theoretical losses
calculated taking into account the estimated ferromagnetic loss and the Norris´ models.

Figure 3.61 shows the results of the loss measurement from the CO probe for 1G
tape (transport loss) and 2G tape with ferromagnetic substrate (transport and
ferromagnetic losses). Transport loss in the 2G tape was estimated by subtracting FM1
and FM2 losses from our measurement (represented in the same figure). One can see
that the 2G curve has a slope equal to 2 while the others have a slope close to 3 as
predicted by Norris’s elliptic model [NORR70]. This may be due to the
inhomogeneities in the current density in the tape [TSUK05, MAJO07]. Of course, the
higher values of the 2G-FM1 and 2G-FM2 curves with respect to the 1G curve are due
to the lower critical current of the 2G tape.
Despite the inconvenience of the ferromagnetic loss, however, when the current is
lower than the critical current, the 2G tape with ferromagnetic substrate exhibits
greater stability than the 1G tape (Fig. 3.62, see Fig 3.63 for details).
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Figure 3.61. Measured losses in 1G tape and 2G tape with ferromagnetic substrate (probe
CO, IS = 0 A) and transport loss in 2G tape evaluated by subtraction of ferromagnetic loss
from the measured loss (dashed line 2G-FM1 is for Ni substrate and full line 2G-FM2 is for
Ni-5% at W substrate).

On the contrary, when the peak current surpasses the value of the critical current,
the loss measured by this probe (CO) becomes more unstable and presents an
unexpected behaviour that depends on the current in the short tape, but not directly
(Fig. 3.62). Although an explanation of this behaviour is beyond the scope of the
present work, the differences of slopes at the end of the lines are suggestive of a
variation of the effective critical current depending on the relationship between the
values of the currents in the short and long tapes. Whatever the case, the loss here is
almost totally in the substrate and stabilizer due to Joule effect heating.
The curves obtained from the CLO probe look stranger, and the values do not
agree with the loss. Fig. 3.64 shows these curves together with the loss curve obtained
from the CO probe at 0 A.
The lower values of loss at the same values of current lead one to think that the
magnetic field is screened by the ferromagnetic substrate due to the position of the
probes with respect to the superconducting layer. Fig. 3.65 illustrates this situation. It
is assumed here that the contact probes (CO, CI) determine a loop closed by the
superconductor layer via the substrate (dashed lines). Thus, the CO probe loop is
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affected by the magnetic field created by the transport current in the long tape,
therefore giving the complete loss in this tape (curve PCO-S_0A in Fig. 3.64).
Contrariwise, one can assume that most of the magnetic field lines measured by the
CO probe are closed through the ferromagnetic substrate, so that the CLO probe can
not concatenate them.
The weak emf measured in this way yields the wrong loss values shown in Fig.
3.64.
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Figure 3.62. Linear plot of loss in the ferromagnetic substrate tape, measured from the CO
probe in the long piece, outside of the influence of the current in the short one.
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Fig. 3.63. Detail of the loss obtained from CO probe.
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Figure 3.64. Curves obtained applying the method of loss measurement from the CLO probe

Figure 3.65. Influence on the loss measurement of the position of the probes with respect to the
tape layers.

Probes within the influence of the short tape
In the case of non-ferromagnetic substrate tape, the estimated loss shows a
behaviour similar to that of the case of 1G tape. Figures 3.66 and 3.67 show the losses
measured from the CI probe. These figures can be compared with Fig. 3.50 and 3.51
for 1G tape. As in that case, when the current IS is greater than 10 A, the loss again
increases because the magnetic field becomes greater than the self magnetic field in
the single tape. As a consequence of this, one observes a separation of the curves in
the loss plots.
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Figure 3.66. Loss in the non-ferromagnetic substrate tape, measured from the CI probe.
(a) Linear plot; (b) log-log plot.
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Fig. 3.67 . Detail of the losses in the CI tapping loop.
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As a difference from the 1G tape, one can observe in this tape an effect which is
not very significant here but arises clearly when this loss is studied in ferromagnetic
substrate tape, at the end of the chapter. When the current IS is lower than 10 A and IL
is lower than 20 A, the loss in the long tape decreases when the current in the short
tape increases (see Fig. 3.66.b). This effect is probably due to the reduction of the total
magnetic field close to the superconductor layers (the currents are in phase), as is
highlighted by a Finite Element Method study of ferromagnetic substrate tape.
As expected, the losses obtained by using the CLI probe (Fig. 3.68) are similar
than the last case until the current reaches the critical current value, after which they
remain constant1.
In the case of the ferromagnetic substrate tape, the losses obtained from the CI
probe (Fig. 3.69 and 3.70) show a behaviour similar to those in the other tapes, giving
separated curves with levels above those measured from the CO probe. However, two
new characteristics can be noted in these results:
1. The measured loss in the long tape decreases when the current IS increases up
to a certain value, and then increases. This effect was discussed above for the
non-ferromagnetic substrate tape, in which it is only slight. But now, with the
aid of the dashed lines in Figs. 3.69b and 3.70, one can appreciate clearly
here this effect.
2. The curves cross each other near but below the rated critical current (a53
ARMS, see Fig. 3.70). Above this current, the slopes of the curves are different
with respect to each other.
The first characteristic suggests a reduction of the magnetic field around the long
tape superconducting layer, depending on and up to a certain value of the current IS.
The second characteristic indicates that the resistive losses in the nonsuperconducting layers appear beginning from different values of IL, and are different

1 Once the superconductor's transport capacity has been surpassed, the surplus current circulates

through normal conductors. Result is a voltage drop in phase with the current which can not be picked up
by the contactless probe.
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for different values of IS (different slopes). If the measured loss were only the loss in
the long tape, this would mean that the effective critical current of the long tape would
depend on the current in the short tape. The last part of the sentence may be true, but
not the implication of the entire sentence, because if the measured loss were only the
loss in the long tape then one would expect that the smaller the AC loss in the tape, the
greater the effective critical current, but this is contrary to the results. See, e.g., the
curve S_60A in Fig. 3.70, which shows lower losses below the critical current area,
but greater resistive losses.
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Figure 3.68. Loss in the non-ferromagnetic substrate tape, measured from the CLI probe
(a) Linear plot; (b) log-log plot.

Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the measured loss is not the AC loss in
the tape under study but includes other components. Of course, this conclusion can be
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applied to non-ferromagnetic substrate tapes, but the lower values of the magnetic
environment make the effects almost negligible. In 1G tape these effects are
completely negligible because they correspond to the interaction of the filaments in a
single tape, which reduces them even more.
As a consequence of this, it is necessary to clarify what the CI probe actually
measures. So, for a qualitative understanding of the loss values obtained from the CI
probe, a non-scaled model was analyzed by the 2D Finite Element Method (FEM).
The model (Fig. 3.71) consists of a block of ferromagnetic material located over a
superconducting layer. This is divided into 20 square blocks that permits us to
establish an adequate distribution of the current in several moments along the cycle. In
order to take some way into account the exclusion of the magnetic field from the
superconductor, the relative permeability of the superconducting blocks is set to be
0.01 in the c- direction and 0.1 in the ab-direction.
The critical current in the superconductor is that which we get when all the
superconducting blocks carry the critical current density (established at 2500 A/mm2)
in the same direction. An AC current is modelled following the sequences in Figs.
3.72 and 3.74. The instantaneous current, i(t), during the cycle (between the maximum
and minimum values) is modelled by changing the direction of the current density in
the corresponding superconducting block.
With respect to the experimental study, the current described in Fig. 3.72
corresponds to an RMS value of about 53 A in the experiments (Imax = 75 A | Ic), and
is used as the transport current in the tape under study in all the cases. This tape
(corresponding to the long tape) is studied both isolated (outside the influence of
another one, as in Fig. 3.71) and below another tape located in a position equivalent to
the position of the short tape in the experimental study.
In Appendix X one can find the details of the FEM study of the main tape (long
tape) under several current conditions. Here we refer only to the most significant
results to understand the results in Fig 3.70.
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Figure 3.69. Loss in the ferromagnetic substrate tape, measured from the CI probe.
(a) Linear plot; (b) log-log plot.
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Figure 3.70. Detail of the loss curves obtained from the CI probe. The dashed lines are for
values of IS that clearly allow one to appreciate the non-linearity of the response, and the
dependence of the critical current (slopes at the end of the curves) on this parameter.
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Figure 3.71. Model of the superconducting tape after the mesh was created.

Figure 3.72. Distribution of the AC current in the superconducting layer during a half of
a cycle, between the maximum and minimum values, when Imax = Ic. The distribution in the rest
of the cycle is the same but with opposite sign.
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In order to facilitate the comparison of the results, the same colour scale has been
used in all the magnetic field maps1.
The FEM study of the results obtained from the CI probe (Fig 3.70) was done in 3
stages.
First, we studied the situation in which a tape (the short tape) without any current
is located over another tape (the longer one) carrying a current with peak value equal
to the critical current. Fig. 3.73 shows the FEM result of such a situation for a current
of 60% of the critical current (moment t3 of the cycle in Fig. 3.72).
x

The left plot corresponds to the long tape beyond the influence of the short
one. The real loss measurements for these conditions are in Fig. 3.73. The
probe CO used for these measurements is marked in the figure as a thicker
line.

x

The right part corresponds to the long tape under the influence of the short
one. In this case, the CI probe is located between the tapes.

Although the magnetic field looks a little weaker around the superconducting
layer in the long tape under the influence of the short one, one can observe that the
probe senses all of the magnetic field created by the current. As the short tape carries
no current, the measurements lead us to the total losses in both of the tapes (this
includes not only the loss in the long tape, but the ferromagnetic loss in the short tape
substrate and the magnetic loss in the superconducting layer of the short tape).
In the second case studied, the long tape carries the same current as in the
previous case, but the short tape carries an in phase current intermediate between the
critical current and zero. In particular, a current equal to half of the current in the long
tape was used. The distribution of this current is shown in Fig. 3.74 in the same time
scale as in Fig. 3.72.

1 The quantitative values of the colours in the scale are not important since the model is not to
scale. The colour sequence is as follows: violet-red-orange-yellow-green-light blue, where violet
corresponds to the maximum absolute value of B and light blue to the minimum, close or equal to zero.
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Figure. 3.73. Magnetic plot obtained by FEM for the tapes at moment t3 (60% of Imax). Left side
shows the magnetic field of the main tape outside the influence of another one, and right side
shows the magnetic field under the influence of another one without transport current.

Figure 3.74. Distribution of the AC current in the superconducting layer during a half of
a cycle, between the maximum and minimum value, when Imax = Ic/2. The moments t1 to t11 are
the same as in Fig. 3.72 (currents in phase). The distribution in the rest of the cycle is the same
but with opposite sign.
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The distribution of the magnetic field in this case is quite different from that in
the first case, as can be observed in Fig. 3.75, where the same moment t3 has been
used to facilitate the comparison with the previous case. The most important
impression that one get from the observation of these plots is the significant reduction
of the magnetic field in the long tape substrate. Actually, this situation and the nonsymmetric distribution of the total magnetic field, permits us to clarify the meaning of
the equations used in the experimental study.

Figure 3.75. Magnetic plot obtained by FEM for the tapes at moment t3 (60% of Imax). Left
side shows the magnetic field of the main tape outside the influence of another one, and right
side shows the magnetic field under the influence of another one carrying an in phase
transport current equal to a half of the main tape.

The measurement from CI probe, eCI(t), gives us again the emf due to the whole
magnetic flux, and so the total loss PT in the system can be written as:


iL (t )  iS (t ) eCI (t )

PT

cycle

.

Since the power PCI in Fig. 3.70 is calculated as:


PCI

iL (t ) eCI (t )

cycle

,

one can say that PCI is the part of the total loss due to iL(t), and is supplied by the
source which creates iL(t), but not the loss in the long tape, because part of this loss
can be produced by the current in the other tape, f.i. the ferromagnetic loss in the
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substrate of the long tape is in part due to the magnetic field created by the current
iS(t), in the short tape, and vice versa.
The same conclusion is obtained by the study of the third case included in this
report. In this case the currents in the two tapes are equal, as in the case of a multilayer
coils. Figure 3.76 shows the magnetic plot in this case in the same moment, t3, as in
previous cases.
One can see clearly how the magnetic field in the substrate of the long tape is
mainly created by the current in the short one, what leads us again to draw the same
conclusion: the loss calculated by means of iL(t) is not the loss in the short tape, but
the loss associated with the source of this current.

Figure 3.76. Magnetic plot obtained by FEM for the tapes at moment t3 (60% of Imax). Left
side shows the magnetic field of the main tape outside the influence of another one, and right
side shows the magnetic field under the influence of another one carrying the same transport
current in value and phase.
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CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSIONS
I.

A new system for the measurement and analysis of losses in small
samples of 1G and 2G superconducting tapes was designed. This system
allows us to study the losses in an isolated tape, and evaluate the
behaviour of the losses in the presence of neighbouring tapes.

II.

We studied the losses in 1G isolated tape with transport current, and AC
external magnetic fields with the same frequency and different phases.
The results were consistent with those of other workers who used
different systems with similar samples. The most significant conclusions
were as follows:
II.a. There is a strong dependency of losses on the phase
difference between the magnetic field and the transport
current.
II.b. The maximum loss does not occur with a phase difference of
0º or 180º, as expected, but with a phase difference between
30º and 45º, depending on the magnetic field amplitude.
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III.

In order to determinate the influence of the 2G tapes structure asymmetry
on the measurements, a test with probes on both of the faces of the tape
was done. The results demonstrated that the differences are not
significant.

IV.

Several trials were made with isolated 2G tapes, with and without
ferromagnetic substrate:
IV.a. In the case of the non-ferromagnetic substrate tape, the
losses behaviour is similar to those in 1G tapes, showing
values between the Norris’s elliptical and rectangular
predictions, according with other workers.
IV.b. In the case of ferromagnetic substrate tape, the losses
measured are greater than expected, due to the ferromagnetic
loss in the substrate. When this loss is subtracted from the
measured one, the result agrees with Norris’s elliptical
model, instead of rectangular model as the structure of the
tape suggests. This behaviour is probably due to the nonhomogeneity of the current density, as reported in the
literature.

V.

1G stacked tapes were tested with contact and contactless probes, to
evaluate how the proximity of a tape (short tape) can affect the
measurement of loss in another one (long tape). The most significant
results were as follows:
V.a. If there is no current in the short tape, or it is sufficiently
low, the magnetic field screening effect produced by the
short tape modifies the magnetic field between the filaments
and reduce the self-field produced by the transport current.
The result is to increase the effective critical current with a
consequent decrease in the value of the losses.
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V.b. When the current in the short tape is sufficiently high, the
magnetic field it creates acts as an external magnetic field
applied to the long tape, increasing the magnetic losses and
causing a reduction in the effective critical current, and
hence an increase in transport current losses.

VI.

In the studies with 2G stacked tapes, the most significant results were as
follows:
VI.a. From a certain value of the transport current in the two tapes
onwards, the results show similar behaviour to that in 1G
stacked tapes, with the loss curves separating more the
higher the current. This effect appears not only in the case of
non-ferromagnetic substrate tapes but also in the case of
ferromagnetic substrate tapes.
VI.b. At a certain value of the transport current in the short tape,
loss in the long tape decreases and then increases. This
effect, which is very weak in the case of non-ferromagnetic
substrate tapes, but much more significant in the case of
ferromagnetic substrate tapes, is probably due to the
reduction of the total magnetic field close to the
superconductor layers.
VI.c. In the case of ferromagnetic substrate stacked tapes, the
contactless probes do not give acceptable results, because
they cannot sense the whole magnetic field created by the
currents.
VI.d. In this tape, it is very significant that the loss curves cross
each other at values close to the critical current, and above
this current do not have the same slope. This would mean
that the effective critical current (and the resistive loss) of
the long tape would depend strongly on the current in the
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short tape due to the high magnetic field in the
ferromagnetic substrates.

VII.

In light of the results obtained from trials with 2G stacked tapes, it has to
be assumed that the measured loss is not just the AC loss in the tape
under study, but includes other components. Hence, a qualitative 2D
FEM study was made to clarify what is actually being measured. This
study was based on the Bean model, and it was concluded that the loss
measured is the part of the total loss in the system due to the current in
the tape under study and not the loss in this tape.
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The commercial launch of second generation superconducting tapes and their
immediate application in electrical systems requires a more detailed study than the
analysis begun in this work.
In this sense, the contribution included in this report needs to be completed in
many aspects, some of which are already being studied by the research group which
the candidate is working with.
In particular, it could be very interesting to study the loss due to an external
magnetic field, the distribution of magnetic losses between the layers (superconductor
and substrate, when ferromagnetic), and the dependence of the losses on frequency.
Furthermore, the study of losses in nearby tapes has been done with currents in
phase, as in a multilayer coil. A study with currents out of phase (in particular, with
opposite currents) must be done.
In all the cases, the tests have been carried out using sinusoidal currents in the
tapes. The research group intends to undertake a study of losses when the currents are
not sinusoidal, and attempt to establish the dependence of the loss on the Total
Harmonic Distortion (THD) of the currents.
Since all tests have been carried out at 77K, another study to address is the
dependence of losses on temperature. For this goal, it is necessary to scale the
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measurement system to the cryostat available at the “Benito Mahedero” laboratory,
which has the capacity to work down to 12K, depending on the load.
All the work presented in this report, including the further developments listed in
this chapter, have an immediate application in a project that the group is carrying out
about the design and construction of an SFCL in which a superconducting tape,
working as a resistive limiter, transits from superconducting to normal state not by
current but by magnetic field, trying in this way to avoid the thermal quench. The
understanding of the behaviour of the tape under the conditions of the limiter under
study is based in part on the work presented here.
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Appendix I

APPENDIX I
QSC Power Amplifier.
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APPENDIX II
Signal Recovery Lock-in Amplifier.
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APPENDIX III
Crest Audio Power Amplifier.
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APPENDIX IV
Features of the conventional toroidal transformer.
A conventional toroidal transformer is used to adjust the levels of the current
delivered by the generator to the high values demanded by the superconducting
circuits. The primary winding consist of 32 toroidal sections with a nominal
voltage of 28.75V, which can be connected according to the needs, and with a
secondary winding formed by a single bar that concatenates all the sections of the
primary, with capacity to transport up to 1500A
Figure 1 shows the appearance of one of these transformers and in Figure 2 a
scheme of the connections, provided by the manufacturer, is presented.

Figure 1. Appearance of the toroidal transformers
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Figure 2. Connections scheme of the toroidal transformers.
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APPENDIX V
Characteristics of Femto instrumentation amplifiers.
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APPENDIX VI
Characteristics of Hall effect current transducer.
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APPENDIX VII
Characteristics of NI BNC-2110 shielded connector panel.
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APPENDIX VIII
Characteristics of NI6143S 16Bit, 250kS/s PCI DAQ.
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APPENDIX IX
Structure of the Labview VI.
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APPENDIX X
Results from the 2D FEM study of the magnetic field.
The software used in the 2D FEM study of the magnetic field is FEMM 4.01.
The model of the superconducting tape (Fig. 3.67) consist of the follows
elements:
x
x
x
x
x

Air (from the library of the program).
Supermalloy (from the library of the program, as standard ferromagnetic
material)
SC_Lin_Iso_j+2500 (defined for the model with the characteristics in Table
X.1).
SC_Lin_Iso_j-2500 (defined for the model with the characteristics in Table
X.1).
SC_Lin_Iso_j0 (defined for the model with the characteristics in Table X.1).

Table X.1: Characteristics of the superconducting elements
SC_Lin_Iso_j+2500

SC_Lin_Iso_j-2500

SC_Lin_Iso_j0

Relative

Px

0.01

0.01

0.01

permeability

Py

0.1

0.1

0.1

V

9

58u10 S/m

9

58u10 S/m

58u109 S/m

j

+2500 A/mm2

–2500 A/mm2

0 A/mm2

Conductivity
Current
density

The AC current is simulated by choosing the adequate superconducting elements,
according with the local direction of the current density, as indicated in Figs. 3.72 and
3.74. The results used in the study are in the following pages sorted in time sequences
corresponding to a half period:
x
x
x
x

Sequence 1: Isolated tape. i(t) = Ic cos(Zt).
Sequence 2: Stacked tapes. iL(t) = Ic cos(Zt), iS(t) = 0.
Sequence 3: Stacked tapes. iL(t) = Ic cos(Zt), iS(t) = 0.5 Ic cos(Zt).
Sequence 4: Stacked tapes. iL(t) = iS(t) = Ic cos(Zt).

1 D. C. Meeker, Finite Element Method Magnetics, Version 4.0.1 (03Dec2006 Build),

http://www.femm.info
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Sequence 1. Isolate tape, Imax = Ic
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i(t1) = Ic

i(t6) = 0

i(t2) = 0.8 Ic

i(t7) = –0.2 Ic

i(t3) = 0.6 Ic

i(t8) = –0.4 Ic

i(t4) = 0.4 Ic

i(t9) = –0.6 Ic

i(t5) = 0.2 Ic

i(t10) = –0.8 Ic
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Appendix X
Sequence 2: Stacked tapes. iL(t) = Ic cos(Zt), iS(t) = 0


iL(t1) = Ic; IS = 0



iL(t3) = 0.6 Ic; IS = 0



iL(t5) = 0.2 Ic; IS = 0



iL(t7) = –0.2 Ic; IS = 0



iL(t9) = –0.6 Ic; IS = 0
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Appendix X
Sequence 3: Stacked tapes. iL(t) = Ic cos(Zt), iS(t) = 0.5 Ic cos(Zt)


iK(t1) = IK,max (K = L, S)



iK(t3) = 0.6 IK,max (K = L, S)



iK(t5) = 0.2 IK,max (K = L, S)



iK(t7) = –0.2 IK,max (K = L, S)



iK(t9) = –0.6 IK,max (K = L, S)
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Appendix X
Sequence 4: Stacked tapes. iL(t) = iS(t) = Ic cos(Zt)


iK(t1) = IK,max = IC (K = L, S)



iK(t3) = 0.6 IK,max = 0.6 IC (K = L, S)



iK(t5) = 0.2 IK,max = 0.2 IC (K = L, S)



iK(t7) = –0.2 IK,max = –0.2 IC (K = L, S)



iK(t9) = –0.6 IK,max = –0.6 IC (K = L, S)
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